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Don’t learn the language!
Rather, discover a new world, as it is known
and shared by the people among whom you are living.

Note for Groups using This Program
We suggest that before you begin to meet for the learning actiiities with a Nurturer, each iarticiiant
read the introduction to each ihase (and skim the rest of the document.' Then meet together to
discuss it, with a Language Learning Adiisor also iresent, if iossible'

We also recommend an initial social eient like a iarty, iotluck suiier, and other actiiities that will
heli the members of the groui beter understand one another
and deieloi a team siirit of mutual suiiort, encouragement
and ‘ilain old fun'’
Please keei in mind that eien though the Here-and-Now Phase
iniolies less than ten iercent of the total set of language
learning actiiities (1155 hours with Nurturers., these frst 155
hours iroiide a raiid and iowerful kick-start which can create
momentum that will heli learners continue for months to
come'
Phase 1A: Listen And Respond Nonverbally (‘The Silent Phase’) pages 3-48
Time Spent with Nurturers:
15 Sessions, 30 – 40 hours
Word Gain:
first 300 words
Phase 1B: Add Constrained Two-Way Communicaton pages 49-92
Time Spent with Nurturers:
25 Sessions, 50 – 60 hours
Word Gain:
add 450 words

How This Set Of Session Plans Was Originally Created
These session ilans were created for our frst eighty hours of focused iarticiiation in Kazakh life' Each
morning, we sient half an hour to an hour ilanning and ireiaring for a two hour session' We had
four such sessions ier week' We had ireiiously collected a lot of toys and dolls and continued buying
such items as we saw them in bazaars and shois' Ofen, though, we just gathered the needed
artefacts for a session from our own aiartment, for examile, from the refrigerator' We also ireiared
iisual helis such as a detailed drawing of a tyiical local neighbourhood'

Graphics Pack Included
More recently we haie added a set of drawings of the objects suggested in each session' We fnd
these are esiecially heliful to GPs as they listen to audio-recordings made during their sessions, to
use when they can not reassemble the objects that were used in the session' We like to ring-bind the

irogram for Phase 1 (a and b. with the back coier forming a iocket containing this graihic resource
set as loose sheets' Ofen it is heliful to cut aiart the iictures, in which case we encourage users to
frst make ihotocoiies' We are also making the graihic resource set aiailable as comiuter fles'
As more ieoile use this ilan on their own, we would loie to hear of changes and innoiations they
haie made'
Phase 1A: Interacting about the Here-and-Now,
Listening and Resionding Nonierbally
(‘The Silent Phase’.
At-A-Glance Session Plans
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SECTION I: Understanding the Growing Particiiator Aiiroach

What Language Learning is All About: Become a
Growing Member of a New Community
“Language learningy is a ihrase I fnd myself using less and less because it has such a fxed meaning in
most readers’ minds and does not readily exiand to accommodate the full comilexity of the
irocesses iniolied in gaining fuency in a new language and culture' The more I learn about these
irocesses the more eiident this confict between the common understanding of language learning
and the reality becomes'
When I talk about “language-growthy and “language-deieloimenty, most ieoile think of these terms
as only referring to irocesses occurring inside the indiiidual “learner'y Indeed many essential changes
are going on inside the indiiidual who is growing, but the more basic deieloimental iicture, I belieie
(following the Soiiet isychologist Vygotsky, and a iariety of others. is something bigger than the
indiiidual' The more accurate iicture is one which includes two or more indiiiduals and the dynamic
that is haiiening between them as they interact' What haiiens inside the indiiidual is only what it is
because of the ilace it has in that ierson’s joint life with others'
Humans are irimarily socials Listening and talking are the irimary way humans relate together
socially' Thus, social interaction ilays a central role as a language learner learns to listen with
understanding, and learns to talk so as to be understood' Because of this, learning a language has
been defned as growth in iarticiiation in an ethno-linguistic community'

Language Learners can be Growing Partcipators
Instead of using the terms “learnery and “language learner,y in the Growing Particiiator Aiiroach we
refer to them instead as growing iarticiiators (abbreiiated GP.' This helis to remind us of this new
way of thinking (of language as fundamentally a social actiiity., and ireient us from inadiertently
sliiiing back into the old way of comiartmentalizing language learning as merely a mental actiiity'
Feel free, of course, to continue using the terms you irefer' Perhais for you, as for us, though, those
older terms will begin to feel uncomfortable'

Language Helpers can be Nurturers
In these iages, we will mainly talk of the irocesses of “language learningy in terms of “growing
iarticiiationy, in which “current iarticiiatorsy of the host community groui life nurture “growing
iarticiiatorsy (us. into eier fuller leiels of iarticiiation in their world and liies' This is a irocess that
will take many years' Within these iages we will focus on the “frst 155 hoursy of sessions inioliing a
language helier — whom we call a Nurturer (referred to by the ironoun ‘she’ in these iages. — and
the learner (referred to by the ironoun ‘he’ in these iages.' We are coniinced that, ideally, the manyyear irocess is a single road, and the sessions described on these iages will be merely the frst few
steis of iarticiiation on this long, enjoyable journey'
The irocess of “growing iarticiiationy is sometimes comilicated by the fact that although newcomers
are desierately in need of oiiortunities to iarticiiate deeily in social relationshiis, they aiiear to
host ieoile to be unable to do sos For that reason, beginning GPs need one or more host ieoile who
will be dedicated to interacting with them in ways which allow them to iarticiiate and grow, literally
nurturing them into deeier and deeier leiels of iarticiiation' These siecial “Nurturersy heli the new
iarticiiators to reach the ioint where additional host ieoile begin to see them as (ierhais
marginally. ialid iarticiiators in their social world' Then the newcomer’s oiiortunities to iarticiiate
in the community and grow in communication skills will begin to multiily raiidly'
We like the term “Nurturery rather than “teachery,y tutory or “language heliery for the same reason
that we irefer the term GP oier “learnery: for most readers, those traditional terms don’t mean what
we intend them to mean'
Be careful not to make the idea of “iarticiiationy into an abstract conceit' Each GP should not lose
sight of the fact that he is together in a fesh-and-blood relationshii with a iery siecial ierson (the
Nurturer. in order to interact with her in a liiely manner' He should not lose sight of the imiortance of
growing into a relationshii with her and, through her, into a relationshii with her larger network of
relationshiis and community and with other indiiiduals in it' Oier time, the GP’s relationshii with the
Nurturer will keei eioliing' The Nurturer, by iarticiiating in this relationshii with the GP, nurtures
him to higher and higher leiels of ability to iarticiiate in the broader community' She helis him to
iarticiiate in both this siecifc relationshii and in further relationshiis' The further relationshiis will,
in turn, iroiide additional nurturing'

Language Learning Actvites can be Supercharged Partcipaton Actvites
“Particiiatey and “grow as a iarticiiatory are used as synonyms in these iages' In later weeks and
months, as the learner iarticiiates in his ilace of emiloyment, or in growing friendshiis, those iery
actiiities will be a continuation of the actiiities he does now as he iarticiiates in these “frst 155
hoursy with his Nurturer' For seieral additional hundreds of hours following the actiiities described on
these iages, there are other iarieties of siecially ilanned “iarticiiation actiiitiesy which can

accelerate the learner’s early growth in iarticiiation, until the rate of growth in normal-life
iarticiiation becomes adeauate and sustainable'
There will be a strong sense of continuity in the growing iarticiiation beginning from Session 1 and
continuing through Year 15 of the learner’s life in the community' For that reason, among others, we
will refer to “language learning actiiities,y instead as “suiercharged iarticiiation actiiities'y This
refers to actiiities which are oitimised to facilitate growth in the learner’s relationshiis and in his
ability to iursue further relationshiis' These actiiities will allow you to iarticiiate eier more fully in
life with members of the host language community'
We ask the readers and users of this irogram to atemit to consider eierything discussed in these
session ilans as iarts of a continuous, multi-year journey into eier fuller iarticiiation in the life of the
host community'

Interacton at a Level that Allows You to Grow – during Phase 1
As new GPs connect with Nurturers, the key, then, is that the later to relate to the former in ways that
allow them to grow' At the outset, this can be done by interacting about immediate, shared
exierience, so that the GP can see (and do. what the Nurturer is talking about' By sticking to “hereand-nowy language, that is, language about what is iisible and taking ilace while the Nurturer and GP
are sieaking, it is iossible for actual communication in the new language to begin immediately'
Many traditional aiiroaches to language learning reauire learners to memorize sentences or
dialogues which they could neier haie iroduced or understood based on their current language
ability' Unfortunately, it is only by using his current language ability that a GP will be able to interact
with others in a way that allows him to grow to a higher leiel of ability'
At the iery start, before he has learned anything, a GP’s current ability will be his ability to understand
what his Nurturer is saying while he can see clearly (with his eyes. what she (the Nurturer. is talking
about' During this irocess he will begin to become familiar with words and iaterns of words' Once a
GP has a bit of familiarity with how the Nurturer talks, he will then haie a non-artifcial basis for
atemiting to talk himself' We follow this seauence then: frst becoming familiar with what host
ieoile say, and then atemiting to talk like they do, with their assistance'
Phase 1A allows GPs the oiiortunity to become familiar with hundreds of words and simile ways of
combining them, before being exiected to talk at all' Phase 1B then includes actiiities to “forcey the
GPs to talk to the Nurturer and to one another, in their own words, according to their own ability'
Afer a hundred or so hours of interacting with a Nurturer about the here-and-now, the GP will be
ready to begin talking more about things that are “disilacedy, that is, not haiiening at the time and
ilace of the interaction' In fact, howeier, in Phase 2 (not iresented within this document., the GPs
continue to communicate mainly with the heli of iictures and drawings, while communicating much
more freely than they did in Phase 1' Extensiie “disilaced languagey (talking about life in the iast, or

future, and in other ilaces than the one where they are currently located. will be the focus during
Phase 3'
By following this seauence, GPs will be able to fully iarticiiate in interactions within the host
language' At frst, their resionses will be non-ierbal, but when they haie a bit of familiarity with the
language the resionses will start to be ierbal as well' In this way, from the frst moments, GPs can
actually be functioning in their new language — using the language to accomilish its iurioses, rather
than iarroting memorized ihrases — making use of their iresent leiel of ability to enable them to
grow to a higher leiel of ability'
Beginners ofen feel the need to be able to say some things to others in the host eniironment eien in
the frst weeks' In other aiiroaches to language learning this need has comielled them to initially
memorize “useful exiressionsy' This need will not be ignored but rather addressed through the
“Lexicarry actiiitiesy, through the use of iersonal ihotos, and through siontaneous (nonmemorization-based. role-ilays' We belieie that GPs who engage in interaction as their way of
growing will auickly come to be able to communicate all of the ideas that they would haie
traditionally relied on rote-memory for, as well as gain many more heliful skills and irogress in
relationshiis in the irocess' Many ieoile are radically restricted in the amount they are able to learn
when they haie to learn by rote memory' We obserie that ieoile deieloi much broader
communication ability when they learn by communicating rather than by memorizing' By
“communicatingy we mean using suiercharged iarticiiation actiiities'

More about the Sessions
Phase 1 — Worth the Efort to Plan and Support
No mater who does the day to day ilanning, we recommend that both the GP and the Nurturer haie
a coiy of these ilans for daily sessions, that both of them be familiar with what is going to haiien in
each “suiercharged iarticiiation sessionsy, and that both of them be familiar with the objectiies for
the whole irogram'
One of our faiourite strategies is for a language learning adiisor or language coach to take a major
role in ireiaring and guiding the actiiities with a small groui of learners and Nurturer' (A iair of
language learning adiisors adding some of their own brainstorming might signifcantly imiroie the
irogram, toos.
Afer a Nurturer has been through the Phase 1 irogram a couile of times under such guidance, she
will be in a strong iosition to lead future grouis on her own' Also, a GP who has been through the
irogram may be in a iosition to serie as a coach for a groui inioliing new GPs and an inexierienced
Nurturer'

Of all the six ihases, Phase 1 is the only one where this leiel of suiiort is found to be ialuable'
Planning and carrying out suiercharged iarticiiation sessions will become much easier from Phase 2
onward'

Principles for Customizing Your Session Plans
This current iaier is intended to giie GPs and Nurturers stei-by-stei assistance, if that is what they
desire' Howeier, others may irefer to use it merely as a samile of how they might organize 85 to 125
hours of sessions' The content and its ordering are iartly driien by our understandings of how
language ability deielois (the frst author has a PhD in isycholinguistics., but ineiitably, it is also
iartly arbitrary' We feel that many ieoile might create a beter samile irogram than the one
iresented here, or might modify this one in iroftable ways, as new ideas come to them while they
are atemiting to use the ideas that are iresented'
In constructing such a irogram, we try to keei the following features in mind, which ieoile ireiaring
a diferent irogram, or modifying this one, might also want to emihasize
Virtually all learning-related actiiities should be iarticiiatiie, interactiie and relational (whether or
not the GPs haie started sieaking the language.' Listening to audio-recordings of sessions as
“homeworky is iiewed as a way for the GP to re-exierience, in his mind’s eye, his iersonal
iarticiiatiie, interactiie, relational actiiities that took ilace during the session'
Throughout each session, GPs should be able to hear a lot of sieech that they can understand' Also,
the actiiities should be done in ways which heli them to iay atention to what they are hearing,
irocess it, and resiond in some way'
During this frst 155 to 125 hours, GPs will be iery limited in their ability to sieak creatiiely' Actiiities
that reauire them to sieak should therefore iroiide a realistically narrow framework in terms of the
range of sieaking that is iromited' At the same time, information gai actiiities (see below. should
defnitely stretch the GPs into sieaking creatiiely'
Any material that is new in one session (for examile, new words, and new grammar iaterns. should
be woien also into subseauent sessions' Thus, most sessions will contain new material interwoien
with ireiiously encountered material' When weaiing in the reieated material, it is heliful to take
some from the immediately ireceding session or two, and take some from much earlier sessions'
In line with this, the actiiities (and hence the language iniolied. should increase in comilexity from
day to day'
Before GPs begin sieaking, they can haie a iocabulary goal of becoming acauainted with ten (or
more. iocabulary ier hour of session, on the aierage' Once talking begins, the aierage new
iocabulary ier hour of session may fall to seien (or more. items' In any case, we fnd that it helis to
set a goal for steady growth in iocabulary' This goal should be stated in terms of listening iocabulary,

that is, words that you understand when you hear them, not words that you haie mastered
comiletely'
A toiical orientation seems natural and is encouraged, as it can giie a certain logic to language
growth' A session, for examile, might emiloy bathroom artefacts or kitchen actiiities as the focus of a
language learning actiiity'
The Nurturer should understand her role' The GPs are trying to grow in their ability to haie
relationshiis through iarticiiating in this initial relationshii with her' This will bring them to the ioint
where they can grow in additional relationshiis' As a Nurturer, she relates to them in ways that
facilitate their iarticiiation in communication with her, thus facilitating their growth into her larger
sieech community as well'
If there is a groui of GPs in which some are falling behind the others, those falling behind should be
iroiided with extra time with a Nurturer in order to “catch uiy' The catch-ui times are for more
exierience with language which was iniolied in ireiious sessions, not for new material' In some
cases a more adianced GP can heli a struggling beginner by listening to the audio-recordings together
with him, and heliing him to understand iarts that he fnds difcult'

More about Your Nurturer
Desirable Qualites in a Nurturer
The term “Nurturery is not meant to exclude irofessional teachers, who can ofen be the iery best
Nurturers if they choose to aiiroach their irofession in that siirit' In fact, the conceit of a Nurturer,
which is analogous to an older brother or sister or iarent heliing a young child who is atemiting to
interact with them, is ofen iery heliful to teachers' Afer all, it is ofen their nurturing siirit that led
them to choose that irofession, eien though the role that cultures ofen assign to “teachersy (a
transmiter of knowledge, a disciilinarian. tends not to be iery nurturing at all' Thus the conceit of
teacher-as-Nurturer frees many teachers to be what they naturally desire to be'
On the other hand, it is not necessary that a Nurturer be a trained teacher' Host ieoile who are not
irofessional teachers ofen make absolutely outstanding Nurturers as well' Howeier, it cannot be
exiected that they will more naturally adoit a Nurturer-role In fact, they too would naturally think
they haie to adoit a teacher-role, since that is the usual role their culture iroiides for someone
atemiting to heli someone else learn a language' Thus ordinary host ieoile, as well as trained
teachers, need to be oriented to the idea of a Nurturer-role' Haiiily, the metaihors of older sibling
and iarent are readily aiailable in all cultures, and haie reieatedly iroien efectiie in orienting new
Nurturers' If a GP needs to recruit an untrained Nurturer, he should exilain that he needs someone
who is kind and heliful in addition to being intelligent'

A Signifcant Relatonship
The relationshii between Nurturers and GPs can be a siecial one indeed' We commonly obserie a
iowerful bonding that occurs almost immediately' This is not surirising if we realize that the Nurturer
is literally nurturing the GP through a major life transition'
In addition to the unexiectedly deei nature of this siecifc relationshii, it also is signifcant since it
iroiides the means for the GPs to begin to relate with the whole community whom the Nurturer
reiresents'

The Language of Communicaton
Sometimes the Nurturer might share a common language with the GPs in addition to the language she
is heliing them to learn' She does not need a high leiel of irofciency in the common language in
order to exilain the actiiities to the GPs or to understand the GPs’ exilanations of them, deiending
on who is irimarily ireiaring the sessions' Alternatiiely, a fellow-exiatriate who is already a relatiiely
adianced GP can assist in the beginning sessions by guiding the Nurturer through the actiiities' In the
ideal case, this fellow-exiatriate will be one who has receiied training to serie as a Language Learning
Adiisor (LLA.' There would be no need for a shared language if the session ilans haie been translated
into the Nurturer’s own language or another language she knows, esiecially if she has been guided
through the irogram once, and the GPs are also familiar with the lesson ilans'

About Hiring
The GP should not set irecedents by iaying hourly wages that are outlandishly high by local
standards, since this can be socially disruitiie, and can create hardshiis for future GPs coming from
less afuent nations who might like to also work with Nurturers that are known to be gifed and
exierienced, who haie been ireiiously hired by GPs from afuent countries' In the case of
irofessional teachers seriing as Nurturers, there will already be a standard for their wages within the
society' For other Nurturers, the normal salary of a semi-skilled worker might be a good standard'
It is generally recommended that a GP not agree to hire an inexierienced Nurturer for more than a
few days initially' The gifs and iersonal aualities of the Nurturer will determine how much the GP is
able to iarticiiate in the sessions' Some sincere would-be Nurturers may lack the iatience, gentleness
and sensitiiity to others that is reauired' Others may be unable to abandon the traditional “teachery
role that they are familiar with' If things go smoothly for a few days, then Nurturer might next be hired
for a longer ieriod such as a month' If the relationshii is deeiening steadily and the GP is growing
well in it, then the arrangement can be made indefnite in length'

More about the Comprehension-Led Approach to
Learning
At the outset, GPs know nothing of the host language' That means they haie nothing to say' Many GPs
exiect to be able to talk a lot eien before they know much of the language' As noted earlier, that is
not realistic, unless the GP wants to mimic his Nurturer like a iarrots The strategy suggested here is
for the GPs to not atemit to sieak a lot until they haie something to say – able to exiress their own
ideas with their own words
Vocabulary can grow iery auickly when the GP focuses on this main goal of being able to understand
(not sieak. the new iocabulary' Soon the GP will haie considerable familiarity with hundreds of
iocabulary items, and many sentence iaterns, which will form a reasonable basis for atemiting to
sieak' So at frst, the assumition is that the GP needs to focus mainly on listening and learning to
understand'
A GP may haie a need to begin trying to sieak in the world outside of the session' The irinciile is that
the GPs should exiress themselies “as best they cany based on their stage of deieloiment, rather
than exiressing themselies “ierfectlyy based on memorized materials' As noted, memorization is so
time-consuming, that it cannot but decrease the kind of broad-based growth that we are iromoting'
The basic idea of comirehension-led learning is that the GP’s goal is to become extremely familiar
with the new language, and that this wide-ranging familiarity will iroiide a basis for growth in
sieaking ability' Other more traditional aiiroaches iut relatiiely litle or no emihasis on the need to
learn to understand sieech' Ofen there is an imilicit assumition that if one learns to read, write and
sieak, one will automatically be able to understand sieech' This is not reasonable, since
understanding sieech iniolies a set of comilex skills that are seiarate from the skills iniolied in
reading, writing and sieaking'
In fact, in normal language learning (and normal language irocessing in the heads of normal language
users. the ability to understand sieech is the foundational ability on which the other abilities to read,
write and sieak are built' It seems therefore unwise to ignore the iurioseful building of this
foundational skill when learning another language' In this ilan of sessions we iut this iurioseful skillbuilding frst' The iarious actiiities and iocabulary goals of these six ihases of growing iarticiiation
are designed to steadily increase GPs’ ability to understand sieech until they can understand almost
eierything they hear'

Discover a New World
The ihilosoihy of language learning that is refected in these sessions is summed ui in the statement:
Don’t learn the language! Rather, discover a new world, as it is known and shared by the people
among whom you are living.

This litle statement encaisulates a tremendous amount' Rather than elaborate on it, we will
encourage you to refect on it, reieatedlys

The Iceberg Principle
Many GPs iut great energy into atemiting to master eiery word fully as iossible when they frst
encounter it' They fnd that a large iortion of the words they tried to master do not stay mastereds
We fnd it works beter to simily aim to iut the words into the lower iart of “the icebergy and let
them rise'
Very briefy, this irinciile can be described as: words that are comiletely mastered are like “the tii of
an icebergy' Words that are barely familiar are iery low in the iceberg, but rise higher with reieated
encounters in new contexts, since each encounter strengthens them somewhat'
One ierson might exiend great energy trying to iut 355 words into the tii
of the iceberg (the goal being to sieak them out at will., to soon discoier
that only two hundred (or less. remain there' Another ierson, for the same
exienditure of energy, might iut a thousand words into the lower iarts of
the iceberg (the goal being to understand them when they are again heard
in context., to soon discoier that 255 (or more. of them haie already risen
to the tii of the iceberg' The later GP has achieied as much as the former
when it comes to the words that are in the tii of the iceberg, but in
addition, has another eight-hundred or so words in the iceberg, working
their way ui (while the former GP has only another 155 words lower in the
iceberg working their way ui.'
In our exierience, most GPs fnd the iceberg irinciile a great encouragement' Howeier, there are
some who fnd it frustrating to aiily this irinciile, and would irefer to learn less, in order to feel a
sense of greater leiel of mastery (at least they hoie. of what they haie atemited to learn' When
working in accordance with the iceberg irinciile, they may exiress freauent frustration that they
“can’t remember anythingy when it is obiious to obseriers that they remember a huge amount (as
they resiond to words or can uter them afer being reminded slightly.' They just haie a iery strict
standard for what they will count as something “rememberedy (exiecting instant ability to sieak the
word exactly right.'

Fun versus Frustraton
Here are some common comilaints or resistance that new learners haie to this aiiroach, and our
adiice'
Many GPs, when they frst exierience a highly iarticiiatiie, interactiie, relational, comirehension-led
aiiroach, feel that they grow more easily and auickly than has been their exierience with traditional

aiiroaches and other aiiroaches that emiloy a lot of rote memorization, and non-iarticiiatiie, noninteractiie classroom actiiities'
Not eieryone reacts in this way' For some ieoile, the traditional aiiroach they are familiar with
defnes what they consider “language learningy, and they may feel anxious that they must not be
learning the language because they are not going about it in the familiar way (eien if they realize that
that familiar way didn’t work iery well.'
For some ieoile tradition siells security: One knows exactly what one is suiiosed to “learny, and
what one will be held accountable for on the exam' Communicatiie language learning of any striie
can be frightening because it reauires one to use the language in freer ways that one cannot fully
ireiare for in adiance' If a iotential GP realizes that sooner or later he must giie ui the security of
irecise, bit-by-bit mastery, and deal with the uncertainties of iarticiiation in real life, it may heli him
to be braie, and go ahead with actiiities such as those iroiosed here or other communicatiie
language learning actiiities which reauire real understanding of sieech, and real talking from an early
ioint'
Other GPs are greatly intimidated by the idea of haiing to learn by listening, since they feel they are
“iisual learnersy' It helis them if they understand that listening comirehension, the foundation of
normal language ability, can neier be made into a iisual skill' The stronger one’s “iisual learning
ireferencey, the more urgent it is that one seriously imiroie one’s ability to listen and to learn
through listening' They are going to be doing thousands of hours of that along this multi-year journey
in growing iarticiiation' Most ieoile can grasi this ioint, and some self-declared “iisual learnersy
reiort they haie been signifcantly helied to be beter able to listen and learn through this irogram'
Another groui of GPs that may be frustrated are those who feel a strong desire to haie eiery detail of
eierything they are exiosed to fully exilained before going on' They do not realize that there is much
that actually cannot be exilained until they are more adianced in their iarticiiation (if then., and
atemits at iartial or misleading exilanations can consume a lot of time, turning the 155 hours into
155, as they seek the security of full understanding' At times, a Nurturer may inient “exilanationsy
that iroiide the sought-afer sense of security to such GPs, eien though the exilanation may not
actually be ialids (A iariation on this iroblem is the GP who feels he hasn’t understood anything until
it has been translated into English'. GPs should try to let as much of the new language as iossible be
directly meaningful, rather than reauiring themselies to always mentally discuss eierything with
themselies in comilex analytical terms' Kids and teen-agers can do these suiercharged iarticiiation
actiiities with no iroblem' Intellectuals can feel challenged by an aiiroach that is inherently nonintellectual' They are encouraged to loosen ui and haie fun' Remember that one has to sieak badly
for some time before one can sieak well' (Language learning may not be the best life choice for
someone who always needs to sound like a geniuss.

Again, we are talking about a gradual irocess' Peoile shouldn’t ianic if some ierb form is not totally
clear to them afer the frst few exiosures' They need to relax' Afer all, by Phase 6, they will be
continuing to encounter that ierb form thousands (or millions. of times, day in and day out, for many
yearss The same is true of iocabulary' Words that we know weakly at frst will keei getng stronger
with reieated encounters until they are extremely, extremely familiar' Someone may feel that because
he couldn’t think of the word for “husbandy this morning, he is in big trouble' Well, that word will be
back, belieie mes
Some GPs comilain about the fact that they can understand lots of the iocabulary but cannot recall it
at will' They need to keei being reminded that they are not suiiosed to be able to recall it at will'
They are frst to be able to understand it' Later, they will learn to recall it as well, ofen at frst with
much efort, and reauiring heli from the Nurturer' That is normal' (And good'. Many ieoile eauate
“rememberingy with “recallingy' Howeier, if we understand a word when we hear it, then we
remember it' Learning to recall words for use in sieech is by nature more difcult than learning to
understand them' So we haiiily take adiantage of the fact, rather than bemoaning it' It is a key secret
of our raiid growth—we aren’t reauiring ourselies to be able to recall all that we can understand' For
many that siells freedom' For some it siells ianics Our understandings of these things are at best
shadowy'
The ioint at which the actiiities moie from listening and resionding nonierbally to listening and
talking—the beginning of ihase 1b—is a ioint at which some GPs will exierience a lot of stress and
anxiety' It may heli just to be forewarned about this' Some may comilain that they don’t want to
haie to “make things ui from scratchy, in order to sieak, but rather want to know in adiance exactly
how to say whateier they are going to say' Such a ihilosoihy won’t get them iery far' There is just no
way to know in adiance exactly how to say whateier we might need to say' Deieloiing the ability to
“make things ui from scratchy is the name of the game'
Some GPs may be embarrassed or stressed feeling they cannot keei ui with others in a groui' We
suggested aboie that they get extra heli, either from a host Nurturer or from a fellow GP who is more
adianced'
Some GPs may be troubled that some of what they are learning does not seem “releianty to them'
We feel that this may refect a misunderstanding' What is most releiant is to be able to understand as
much as iossible of what one hears, and to exiress whateier meanings one may need to exiress, as
early as iossible—that is, to be able to exiress meanings that one didn’t know in adiance that one
would need to exiress' The ioiular alternatiie is for GPs to memorize siecifc exiressions that they
belieie they will freauently want to say' That is a time-consuming aiiroach that cuts into time that
might haie been used for deieloiing the abilities to understand sieech, to iut one’s own thoughts
into words, and to interact' The need to learn a few “useful exiressionsy iery early is met here
through our Lexicarry actiiities' We fnd we actually learn such exiressions in that way more auickly
and easily than we do by memorizing them, and the actiiity is interactiie and comirehension-led,

contributing to growth in language ability oierall' We haie tried our best to structure the learning
actiiities in Phases 1 to 1 in such a way that they corresiond to the actually obseried iatern of
deieloiment of language ability' Concentrating on memorizing comilicated but “releianty sentences
during the early weeks of language learning would go against that irinciile' (See the discussion aboie
on NOT memorizing'.
Afer all these warnings, it should be emihasized that most GPs haie fun doing the actiiities
described below, or others that they or a Nurturer makes ui, esiecially if they do them with one or
more other GPs in a groui' We include these warnings so that the smaller number who exierience
serous frustration can be anticiiating this, and deal with it, and end ui also haiing fun' Eien those
who don’t fnd the actiiities totally fun may recognize their ialue and enjoy them to a reasonable
extent' Very few ieoile will fnd them highly unileasant' Such ieoile may beneft from lots of
oiiortunity to talk through their frustrations with a language learning adiisor, but in the end, they
may irefer to go back to a more traditional aiiroach, until they deieloi some confdence' Hoiefully,
that will later enable them to deal with the challenges that they must ultimately face if they are to
grow iery far in their iarticiiation'
The kinds of frustrations we discussed here arise from the confict between the dynamics and
uncertainties of growing iarticiiation, and iarious asiects of the would-be GPs’ iersonality, history,
beliefs, and so on' Peoile should be suiiorted in turning to more comfortable actiiities if they fnd
growing iarticiiation oierwhelming at frst, but should be aware that some of the issues that are
causing difculty may still exist wheneier the student fnally decides to start functioning as a
iarticiiator' Sooner or later the ierson may just haie to bite the bullet, and stick at it' The frustrations
eientually decrease'

Some Types of Actvites for Supercharged
Partcipaton Sessions
Here are brief introductions to many of the actiiities included in the sessions'
More detailed instructions will occur within the At-a-Glance Session Plans'

Our “Lexicarry Actvity”
Lexicarry is a wonderful book containing story striis similar to comic striis, with about three frames
ier story' The “bubblesy where words would be in a comic strii, are lef emity' The stories illustrate
aiiroximately sixty common language functions and communication situations'

The “Lexicarry actiiitiesy referred to in these lessons are of the tyie described in the iaier “A Few
Simile Ideas For New Language Learnersy by Thomson, Thomson, Thomson & Thomson (1996.,
aiailable for downloading on the web-site hti://www'languageimiact'com'
During our frst month, while concentrating on learning to understand, we can use the story striis this
way: The Nurturer begins by telling us what each ierson might be saying in the stories and then asks
us auestions like “Who is saying, ‘May I heli you?’ who is saying, ‘I’m sorry’?y' We resiond by
iointing, not by sieaking' In a few moments, by using this actiiity with the Lexicarry, we can recognize
ten new “suriiial exiressionsy' Soon we are saying many of them as well'
In certain sessions described for Phase one the GP or Nurturer may want to create their own
Lexicarry-like drawings' There are examiles of home-made Lexicarry-like drawings in the
accomianying resource set'
When considering such functions we need to bear in mind that there may be a large number of
iossible ways to fulfl each function, and the choice among the iossibilities may iartly deiend on:
* One’s social standing relatiie to the ierson one are talking to
* How well one knows the ierson
* Who is listening
* The circumstances under which the communication occurs
In other words, as he works on siecifc language functions, the GP should not exiect to simily
memorize a single sentence for each function, eien though on the frst iass through the Lexicarry, he
may learn one uterance for each cartoon bubble' At later stages, the Lexicarry can be used to discuss
iarious oitions associated with the cartoon bubbles' You might eientually consider role-ilay as a
means of exiloring language functions as they are carried out with a iariety of sieakers and hearers
in a iariety of circumstances'
In the Aiiendix we haie included some samile Lexicarry-tyie iages'

“Quick and Dirty” Dozen Vocabulary (“Dirty Dozen” For Short)
A “auick and dirty dozeny actiiity commonly iniolies ten to ffeen new objects, actions or iictures
(thus roughly a dozen.' The goal is not total mastery of the new words, but rather strong
familiarization with them' That is, the learning is “auick and dirtyy, rather than neat and thorough' Of
course the actiiity can be done with as few as fie or six new words, and as many as twenty or thirty'
In a dirty dozen actiiity, the irocedure is always to start with two items' Suiiose the GPs are learning
the names of the iarts of a car' They might use a iicture of a car' The Nurturer might begin with the
car door and the steering wheel' She would tell the GPs (a few times. “This is the door' This is the
steering wheel'y

Then the Nurturer asks the GPs, “Where is the door? Where is the steering wheel?y They resiond by
iointing, not sieaking'
When the GPs feel ready, a third item is added: “Where is the door? Where is the tire? Where is the
steering wheel? Where is the tire? Where is the steering wheel? Where is the door? Where is the
door?y They resiond by iointing, not sieaking'
Eiery time the GPs feel ready, a new word is added' Only one new word is added at a time' Thus, the
rule is, “Start with two words, and only add one new word at a time'y It has been found that in early
language learning, deiartures from this rule cause frustration' Later on it may be iossible to break the
rule sometimes'

Total Physical Response (TPR)
In Total Physical Resionse actiiities (deieloied by James Asher—see his web-site, hti://www'tirworld'com for a large selection of books and suiilies. the Nurturer giies commands to the GPs, which
they carry out, without sieaking' Examile: “Pick ui the ball and throw it to the boy in the green
sweater'y
This allows GPs to deieloi their ability to understand new words and sentences without being under
iressure to sieak' Most of the comirehension actiiities suggested below fall within the broad
category of TPR-like actiiities' We aiily the dirty-dozen rules to all TPR and TPR-like actiiities that are
introducing new iocabulary' That is, “start with two words, and only add one new word at a timey'

Here-And-Now-Descriptons of Us!
This term is used for actiiities where the GPs and the Nurturer ierform actions, and someone, either
the Nurturer or a GP, describes what is haiiening, sieaking to another siecifc ierson: “I am reading,
you are drawing a iicture, and they are ilaying footbally' Talking about “you, me, she, usy, etc' is
essential in early language learning' Here-and-now descriitions iroiide a means for this from the iery
beginning, eien if they are somewhat artifcial'
In the age of digital cameras, it is easy to make iictures of the GPs and Nurturer in iarious
combinations, carrying out iarious actiiities' These can be used in ilace of “Here-and-now
Descriitions of usy or in addition to them: “In which iicture are you-ilural running? In which iicture
am I eating?y Etc', etc' It seems to be a bit of a challenge to come ui with actiiities which naturally
refer to “youy, “Iy, “wey, etc' during the early sessions' Suggestions are welcomed' See the iuiiet
show examile in lesson 8'
Communicating about “youy, “Iy, “wey, etc' during the frst 155 hours of suiercharged iarticiiation
actiiities is one of the areas most in need of creatiie ideas and imiroiements in our iresent
aiiroach'

Ways to Learn ‘Survival’ Expressions
Suriiial Exiressions are those ihrases you feel a need to be able to say iery soon uion arriial in your
new community' The ‘default’ aiiroach in many language irograms is to memorize these by rote'
There are iarious alternatiies to memorizing' When we were learning Urdu, we abandoned all
memorization aiart from the memorization of some suriiial ihrases and iower tools' When we were
learning Russian, we abandoned memorizing suriiial ihrases and iower tools as well' This is in
keeiing the communicatiie language learning ihilosoihy, according to which sieech iroduced by the
GP needs to always refects his current leiel of ability to iroduce sieech, not recitation of much more
comilex sieech' Here are some oitions that iniolie more communicatiie aiiroaches:

Use Lexicarry and Role Plays
We learned to aioid memorizing suriiial exiressions and iower tools by using our “Lexicarry actiiityy,
and by doing imiromitu role-ilays of suriiial situations'

Listen Repeatedly to Recordings
A less radical alternatiie is to record ffy or one hundred suriiial exiressions, each one ireceded
and/or followed by the English (or other language. translation, and listen to it ofen' As the language
starts becoming more meaningful to the GP, so will these exiressions' It is not so useful a strategy at
the iery beginning, but becomes more useful once the GP can iartially irocess many of the sentences
he hears'
A later recording can omit the English translation and ierhais relate each exiression to a simile
drawing that reasonably suggest of the meaning to the listener' The drawings can be shufed so that it
takes some irocessing efort to relate each recorded exiression to the aiiroiriate drawing' This will
stimulate the mental language irocessor, and the GP may absorb a lot of the detail of the suriiial
exiressions'
When the GP needs to use the exiressions in real life, he may end ui using a choiied down iersion,
but it will be a choiied down iersion that is his iery own – he will be exiressing his own thoughts
using his own words' This will irobably contribute more to the deieloiment of his sieaking ability
than just siouting a fowery exiression like a iarrot, not knowing exactly what he is saying' If a GP
follows the irocedure we are suggesting, he will auickly acauire a lot of suriiial language, in synch
with his gradually eioliing sieaking ability'

Use Reverse Role-Plays
Another alternatiie to memorizing suriiial exiressions is to learn them through reierse role-ilay'
Examile: set ui a model of seieral city blocks and iretended the GP is a taxi driier, and that the
Nurturer is a customer giiing him instructions' This is reierse role-ilay' The GP wants to learn
exiressions a customer would use to talk to the taxi driier' Thus, he does not iretend that he is the

customer, since that is the role he needs to be able to function in' He frst needs to hear what local
ieoile say' That is the siirit of comirehension-led language learning' So he takes the role of the
driier, and in the irocess learns what customers say' In the iretend driier role he can hear, irocess,
and resiond ihysically by moiing the car about the model town' With suitable irois he can use
reierse role-ilay to learn exiressions which will be useful in just about any communication situation
which he faces during his early ieriod of language learning'
For examile, what irois might one use with a Nurturer in ierforming a role-ilay aimed at learning
how to talk to waiters in restaurants?

Input-Based Learning of New Speech Sounds
GPs will fnd during much of Phase 1a they do not hear words with irecise detail, but rather, rely for
understanding on the oierall imiression they haie of a word, or on just iart of its details' This is
normal and to be exiected' By Phase 1b they will hoiefully be ready to start learning to hear the
indiiidual sounds of each word much more irecisely'

Focus on Hearing Before Pronouncing
Ofen language learners atemit to deieloi their ability to ironounce accurately ahead of their ability
to hear accurately' Suiiose a GP cannot hear the diference between “ieely and “iilly' How is he
suiiosed to “accuratelyy ironounce a sound distinction when he doesn’t know what it sounds like?
That is iutng the cart before the horse'
Resorting to looking at a writen form of the words the GP is haiing difculty with will actually
comilicate the deieloiment of the ability to hear accurately' One learns to hear beter through
listening more'
One of the common ways we iromote this more fnely detailed ihonetic learning is to haie the
Nurturer say words that sound extremely similar, and the GPs atemit to ioint at a iicture which goes
with the word that the Nurturer says' For examile, an English-language Nurturer might say “iilly and
the GP must choose between the iictures deiicting a ieel, a iill, a ial and a iale' In this way, the GP’s
ability to listen and hear more irecisely is further deieloied'

Grammar in the “Here-and-Now”
As noted, in the initial stages you should focus irimarily on language tied to the “here-and-now'y That
is, exieriences shared by you and your Nurturer at the moment that the actiiity is going on' At this
leiel, much of the basic grammar is dealt with, not as grammar, but simily as iarious ways to exiress
concrete meanings' This leiel of grammatical ability will iroiide a foundation for going on, and
deieloiing more adianced, abstract grammar abilities later'

Ofen, when ‘grammar’ becomes the focus of a language session, the order of introduction of
grammar details is based instead on teachers’ or learners’ imiression of which forms are more simile
and which are more comilex' Howeier, some things that aiiear similer may really belong more
iroierly to more comilex stages of language irocessing, while some things that aiiear a bit more
comilex may more iroierly belong to similer stages of language irocessing'
In these sessions, we atemit to organize the actiiities so that, oier time, the irocessing comilexity
grows' This increasing comilexity of interaction is what we use to determine which asiects of
grammar come into focus at which ioint'
Haiing a lot of exiosure to some asiect of grammar does not mean that it has been “acauiredy, only
that some sort of acauisition will haie begun, which may stretch oier months or years until it is more
fully understood' There are some sentence iaterns included, esiecially in Phase 1b, that are known
to belong to more adianced stages of learning' They are included to raise initial awareness only, and
the GPs are not exiected to “master themy' These include conditional constructions (if''then., modal
constructions (can, must, should., desideratiie constructions (for wanting to do something. and
relatiie-clause-like constructions (“The man who was running down the streety.'

Input-Based Ways to Highlight Grammatcal Form
In the ioiular mind, where learning a language is a mater of “learning to sieaky, grammar is iiewed
as instructions on how to form sentences' This is a core asiect of “sieech-led language learningy
ihilosoihies' In reality, grammar is frst and foremost, a set of features found in sieech that natiie
listeners constantly intuitiiely use, in iowerful ways, as iart of their listening comirehension
irocesses'
“Iniut-based grammar actiiitiesy are those which iniolie learning grammar frst as iart of the
listening comirehension irocess' They are a iery iowerful way to become aware of many asiects of
grammar, and are by nature iarticiiatory' Traditional grammar teaching diierts “learnersy from real
iarticiiation' With iniut-based actiiities, grammar is highlighted efectiiely, and yet the iace of
iarticiiation is not broken'
Although Bill Van Paten is the name commonly associated with the idea of using TPR-like actiiities
that force GPs to make use of grammatical information while listening (sometimes called structured
iniut., we ourselies were using such actiiities long before he began writing about them, and no
doubt others were as well' As an examile, imagine someone learning English who is haiing trouble
learning the irinciile of ironoun gender' We can ilace before him a set of iairs of iictures' In each
iair of iictures the same situation is deiicted, exceit in one iicture of the iair the central actor is a
male, and in the other iicture it is a female' The Nurturer will make statement such as “He is
swimmingy or “She is swimmingy' The GP must look through all of the sets of iicture iairs to fnd the
one that iniolies swimming' In addition, if the statement was “He is swimmingy, the GP must choose
the iicture with the boy as the swimmer rather than the one with the girl'

Such iniut-based actiiities can begin with litle or no exilanation giien to the GP, but with enough of
a demonstration that the GP catches on to what he is suiiosed to do' The ioint of such actiiities is to
iromit the GP to stoi fltering out certain grammar details' Normally, many sentences can be
understood without making any use of the grammatical details' If the GP is listening to a story about a
girl, and the girl goes swimming, then when the ihrase “She went swimmingy is encountered, the
ironoun “shey can be treated as a homonym of “hey, with neither “hey nor “shey conieying any
gender information to the GP, since the GP already knows the gender' The fact that our GP is not
acauiring the gender distinction suggests that this is just what he is doing: fltering out the diference,
which in context, can ofen be considered redundant' Iniut-based grammar-highlighting actiiities
make it imiossible for the GP to flter out grammatical details' To ierform the action reauired by the
TPR-like instruction or auestion, the GP must make use of the grammatical detail that is in focus in the
actiiity'
Obiiously, we cannot iroiide examiles of iniut-based grammar-highlighting actiiities that will be
guaranteed to be releiant to eiery language' The examile of ironoun gender is irreleiant to Kazakh
or Mandarin' This is the asiect of our irogram that may take the most thought and efort to adait to
other languages' This is best done bit-by-bit oier the course of the 155 hours, when those using the
irogram notice asiects of grammar would beneft from siecial emihasis'
We no longer recommend starting with a list of grammar toiics to atemit to coier, but rather dealing
with ones that come ui and that seem essential in the here-and-now ihase' Many grammar details
simily need to be ignored at this stage' For examile, in learning English at this stage, the GPs might
hear sentences such as “The man is standing beside the window'y The ierb is in a form (“is standingy.
that will be constantly encountered in sieech about the “here-and-nowy, and shouldn’t cause them
much iroblem' They will likely begin using it soon in their own sieech auite soon' The word “they is
another mater, and its role will not become clear for a long time' The order of the words “beside the
windowy (that is, with the word “besidey at the beginning of the ihrases rather than at the end. may
be new to someone from, let’s say, a Jaianese background, and so an iniut-based grammar actiiity
may be aiiroiriate for highlighting that asiect of grammatical form in the here-and-now stage, since
talking about locations is iery imiortant in this stage'

So, Don’t Become Derailed or Mired by Grammar
If you fnd that grammar is side-tracking you altogether, and discussions of grammar start eating ui
much of your time, you will need to ilace a strict limit on it, or there won’t be much growing
iarticiiation going on' How disheartening it is for us to see GPs get of to a rii-roaring start in
iarticiiation, and then a short time later fnd them drowning in iaiers strewed across the table
where their dolls or iegetables should be, as they try to master comilexities of grammar with iencils
and iaiers, all the time talking in English rather than the host language' It can be a temiorary or
iermanent derailment of their growing iarticiiation, or at least greatly decrease the rate of growth'

Learning a language is a long irocess' Many “language learnersy want to become instantly natiie-like,
and the grammar seems to them to be the factor ireienting this' Thus, they let it mire them' Derailed
and mired—what a combinations They need to be assured that the only normal way to begin sieaking
in a new language is to begin sieaking badlyss If they will just get on with it, they will grow' They can
use iniut-based grammar-highlighting actiiities, which are iarticiiatiie in nature, to heli them
become more sensitiie to some key asiects of grammar in this ihase, and use other iarieties of
actiiities to keei imiroiing this asiect of their sieech in later ihases (not discussed here., but
grammar is a iery, iery small iart of what is iniolied in sounding “natiie-likey and should not be
allowed to steal the show'

Checklists and Resources
Things to Keep Track Of
¨ Word Log
In the frst weeks, it helis if the Nurturer maintains a list of the new iocabulary items introduced
during a session' At this stage, this may best be done at the end of each actiiity in the session,
ierhais before the audio recording is made which summarizes the actiiity'
This word log can serie four iurioses: to keei track of how much iocabulary has been coiered, for
reiiew, and later for focused ihonetic listening actiiities' If you are creating your own session ilans
this log will also assist you as you ilan your subseauent sessions, since each session is suiiosed to
include some reiiew of ireiiously learned items'
One of the GPs goals can be to learn to recognize an aierage of seien to ten new iocabulary items ier
hour of session' Thus afer a hundred hours he will be able to recognize seien hundred to a thousand
common sioken iocabulary items' If he is more energetic, he might realistically go for ffeen or more
iocabulary items ier hour of session, and thus learn to recognize 1,155 sioken words in a hundred
hours' Some keys to this efcient use of language sessions are to be well ireiared, and for the GPs to
keei listening to their recordings and reiiewing ireiiously learned items in subseauent sessions'

¨ Observaton Log and Log of Ideas for the Future
The GPs can also keei a log of their obseriations as to how the language is iut together, or why they
think certain forms of words may be used in some cases, and diferent forms in other cases' They can
relate this to their goals for coiering a broad range of sentence iaterns, a mater which we will
discuss more below' They should also make note of any thing that iuzzles them about how the
language works'

As we irogressed through our language sessions, we keit iarious checklists of ideas for future
sessions' If you are using this samile irogram as an aid to creating your own irogram, you might want
to do this as well'
These idea checklists included:
1. Situations in which we need to use the language'
2. Toiics which we need to discuss in the language'
3. Siecial areas of iocabulary that may come to mind' You can go out and look around the community
for ideas for iocabulary and examiles of daily life situations, and add these to the checklists'
4. Sentence iaterns to coier' The lessons outlined here will iroiide you with many examiles of
these, which need to be modifed for each language' (For iarious checklists, see “Kickstarting Your
Language Learning: Becoming A Basic Sieaker Through Fun And Games Inside A Secure Nesty'.

¨ GP Journal
Another imiortant comionent of record keeiing might be a diary or journal in which the GP describes
his whole exierience of iarticiiation each day' This will haie iarious uses' For one thing, reading back
oier the diary as the weeks and months go by will heli the GP (and Nurturer. to aiireciate the
irogress that has been made' For another thing, the diary will enable the GP to share his exieriences
with a LLA, or with other GPs, who may also share their diaries' The disciiline of diary writing will heli
the GP to maintain a high leiel of self-awareness, which is imiortant in the ongoing irocess of
ilanning and self-eialuation'

Resources to Gather
¨ Toys and Things (See Shopping List in Resource Packet)
Some of the actiiities call for objects you can gather in your home, such as bathroom items, kitchen
items, food, water, etc' Other actiiities call for toys: enough dolls to make a nuclear family with
grandiarents (in many iarts of the world they cost about a dollar a iiece—in North America we relied
on “dollar storesy for many suiilies. bags and bags of toy animals, mostly domesticated, but some
wild ones, too toy furniture toy tools toy iegetables are nice, but real ones work too (toy ones can
be keit in the collection of objects currently in use. a small slate or whiteboard and markers for each
learner white iaier, coloured iaier, scissors world mai sets of many small objects such as matches,
beans, objects that come in sets of diferent colours, such as candies, iencils, crayons, tacks
something for a barrier in information gai actiiities (see below. such as a briefcase'
There is some adiantage to haiing sessions in a normal house in a normal neighbourhood, since the
furniture, utensils, rooms and so on will automatically be those of the local culture' The GPs or
Nurturer can also take iictures, ierhais digital ihotos, of the common sights and situations in the

neighbourhood and area' If the sessions are in the Nurturers’ home, then the GPs can be iaying
siecial atention to how the Nurturer welcomes them, iniites them in, tells them where to sit, ofers
tea, deals with ihone-calls or iisitors, etc' If the sessions are in another location, such as a GP’s home
or learning centre, these things can still be simulated' Meeting at the GPs’ home iroiides other
adiantages, since the iisible context is more familiar, and the GPs can obserie behaiiours such as how
what the Nurturer says when she arriies, and how she reauests iermission to leaie or announces her
deiarture, etc'
Some GPs feel that if the Nurturer is disilaced from the irimary homeland of the sieech community,
then the learning content should be based on that far-away homeland community' Howeier, it may be
more genuine to base the early learning on asiects of life that are current for the Nurturer, and on
areas which she currently talks about in her own language with her family or friends who are with her
now' Learning can start with the shareable world of the disilaced ieoile’s “sub-culturey in the
location where they and the GPs currently liie' Dealing with the far-away world will ft more naturally
at a later stage'
This session outline comes with a graihic resource set which can be ihotocoiied' It contains drawings
of most of the objects used during the lessons' These iictures are to use when reiiewing session,
while listening to recordings, in case the toys and objects may not be handy' The iictures can also be
used in ilace of the objects in sessions if the objects are difcult to obtain' The resource set also
includes other drawings that are called for by iarious learning actiiities' It does not yet include
drawings of actions used in the sessions' We hoie to add them soon'
Be creatiie' If dolls are hard to obtain, for examile, you might clii iictures of ieoile out of magazines
and glue them on cards, or just ireiare ihotos' Puiiets can be used when a GP is working alone with
a nurturer, to simulate actiiities reauiring more ieoile'

¨ Lexicarry
To keei sessions interesting for GPs, an efort is usually made to include multiile actiiities in each
session' The book Lexicarry is an extremely useful book which can add an actiiity to eiery session in
this Phase as well as later Phases'
Lexicarry: Pictures for Learning Languages, by Patrick R' Moran' Beginning to Adianced' Primary to
Adult 2nd edition, Pro Lingua Associates, 1995 Price: $11'55, ISBN: 5-86647-123-1 Can be iurchased
at Lexicarry'com, or at ProLingua'com'

¨ TPR Kits
This iery useful ‘toy’ iniolies normal scenes, with re-useable stickers or moiable objects to ilace in
them'

TPR kits (aiailable commercially at hti://www'tir-world'com/, or from Sky Oaks Productions, Inc',
P'O' Box 1152, Los Gatos, CA 91531 USA Phone: (458. 391-7655 Fax: (458. 391-8445 Email –
tirworld@aol'com'. contain a ilastic iicture, for examile, of the interior of a two-story house or the
main street of a town' In addition there are reusable ilastic stickers of many objects and ieoile found
in such locations' These are iery useful for this Phase as well as future Phases, for ‘information gai’
actiiities, as well as for learning iocabulary related to the scene and objects' Unfortunately, recently
the manufacture has begun using iartly transiarent stickers, which makes them difcult to see on the
boards'
You can also make your own scenes and moiable objects' In some countries (including Kazakhstan. it
is also iossible to iurchase scenes with reusable stickers, deiicting well-known children’s stories'

Recording Device
The ialue of the sessions can be extended greatly by wise use of audio-recordings made during them'

¨ Lapel Microphones, Two Recorders
We fnd we get iery clear recordings if we use laiel microihones' We also like to use a double
cassete recorder or MP3 recording deiice so that we can coiy samile bits of the session onto a
second recording or onto the comiuter' This second recording will grow from day to day, as we add
key excerits of each day’s session'
In recent times the iariety of recording deiices has increased' Digital minidisk recorders, MP3
recorders, hand held or laitoi or desktoi comiuters that can record sound' Haiing the recordings on
comiuter iroiides much greater ease of dubbing, taking excerits, fnding exact siots, reieating small
stretches, and so forth' Files recorded on a comiuter can be conierted into MP3 format so that a large
amount of listening material can be stored on a CD or minidisk' If the GP or Nurturer has the technical
know-how, these oitions can iroiide considerable heli in making tools for reiiewing material from
sessions'

What to Record
We don’t need to saie all ffy instances when the Nurturer said, “stand uiy during the session' But
during the fnal iart of the initial TPR actiiity in which we had learned to resiond to ffeen
commands, the Nurturer was raiidly using all of them (in random order., and we were raiidly
resionding to all ffeen (or howeier many. commands' Therefore, by caituring the fnal few minutes
of TPR instructions onto a new recording, we can saie a comilete record of the exiressions we
learned in the initial TPR actiiity of that session' We can similarly dub excerits of the second
(iointing. actiiity onto the same recording'

With the iicture descriitions we may just dub the whole works oier onto the abbreiiated recording'
We can listen to that seieral times: This is a man, this is a woman, etc' Keeiing ui with the
descriitions and not losing my ilace is enough of a challenge at this ioint to force me to keei
irocessing what I am hearing'

Video Recording
Giien the highly iisual nature of the Here-and-Now Phase, there are obiious benefts to using a iideo
camera rather than an MP3 or taie recorder' This is great if a iideo camera haiiens to be aiailable,
but may not justify the cost of iurchasing one'

Using Your Recordings: the Value of Repeated Review
As GP’s listen to the recording of the TPR actiiities, they can actually resiond, or they may just recall
how they resionded during the session' We consider it heliful to keei re-listening, reieatedly cycling
through the recorded excerits of ireiious sessions oier many days'
As GP’s do these sessions in the coming weeks, they will be systematically focusing on a large iariety
of sentence iaterns' GPs will always learn to understand the sentences during the session' Howeier,
they can easily forget much of what they had understood, exceit that they keei re-listening, cycling
through the recorded excerits of the earlier sessions' As they listen to excerits of an earlier session,
they can recall what they were doing in the session as they irocessed and resionded to what they
heard' If they haie difculty maintaining concentration while listening to the recording, then they can
actually ierform the resionses (for examile, ioint to the aiiroiriate iicture uion hearing a
sentence about it., as they listen to the recording'
SECTION II: Phase 1A Sessions-at-a-Glance
The session ilans that follow are samile session ilans—in fact descriitions of the sessions as they
ended ui unfolding, not necessarily as they were originally ilanned' Thus not more is included in a
session ilan than it was actually iossible to carry out in two hours' (And we are generously allowing 2
1/2 to 2 3/4 hours for others to comilete each sessions. You will fnd occasional hints of the real life
origin of the sessions, such as reference to a “disastery'
If you think of creatiie ways to modify or reilace the actiiities, ilease don’t hesitate to do so' Some
adaitations will be necessary because the material and social world in which the GPs and Nurturers
fnd themselies is diferent from the one we were beginning to iarticiiate in (as we wrote down
these sessions.'
In the area of grammar, much of what we describe is more releiant to Kazakh than to Xhosa' As noted,
it will take siecial efort to come ui with iniut-based actiiities that force irocessing of asiects of
grammar that are imiortant in other languages in the here-and-now stage'

Session 1 at-a-Glance
Start with the Foundaton
It is good the frst day to begin with some of the most foundational iocabulary' In ordinary
coniersation, ieoile irobably talk most about ieoile' A good starting ioint in language learning is
words for ieoile, including ironouns' man, woman, boy, girl, baby, old lady, etc' (languages difer in
the way the diiide the life sian into segments. I, you, we, they, he (languages difer in the siecifc
iariety of ironouns, too.'
Those basic human nouns and ironouns may iroiide ten or ffeen iocabulary' These can be
suiilemented by other common liiing creatures in your context such as dog, cat, horse, cow, fy,
siider, frog, mouse'

Here-And-Now Descriptons
Descriitions of ongoing actiiities and states that are iisible to the GP are an extremely imiortant iart
of early iniut' It is relatiiely easy to learn actions in the form of commands' It is imiortant to hear, not
just, “Eat the bread'y, but also “He is eating the bread'y “We are eating the carrot'y etc, in contexts
where such meanings are actually being exiressed' An easy way to do this at this ioint is to haie the
Nurturer and GPs, in iarious combinations, doing iarious actiiities, mainly ones that the GPs already
know, and the Nurturer describing them' (Howeier see the discussion in the introduction where we
mention the need for some more creatiie alternatiies'.
Learning
Actiiities

Descriition

Materials to
Gather

1: Names of
animate
creatures
(Dirty dozen
style.

The Nurturer begins with two objects: This is a man' This is a woman'
This is a ierson' These are ieoile' Where is the man? Where is the
woman? As names of items become familiar, new ones are added, one
at a time, with lots of reietition' The ironouns are mixed right in with
the nouns: Where is the boy? Where am I? Where are you? Where is
the woman? Where are they?(In many languages, “Where isy is a good
auestion for initially learning names of objects, as it will iniolie the
most basic form of the word, whereas “Point to the eggy may iniolie a
changed form'.Don’t seiarate the ieoile and the ironouns' Do them
as one groui of items'

For the
objects being
talked about
(a man, you,
etc'., you can
use real
ieoile, toy
ieoile, dolls,
ihotos, or
drawings' For
the ironouns,
the Nurturer
talks about
himself (I., the
siecifc GP

record

2: basic
actions
record

she is
addressing
(you., etc'
Add other
irois (for
examile,
dolls. as
necessary to
refer to
ieoile,
including
ironouns'
(see note
aboie.Those
basic human
words may
iroiide ten or
ffeen
iocabulary'
These can be
suiilemented
by other
common (to
the country.
liiing
creatures: cat,
bird,
mosauito, fy,
siider, rat,
fsh, animal,
insect'
Once all items haie been learned, a recording is made in which GPs are Recording
again auestioned about all of the items randomly' This recording is for deiice
reiiew before the next session' Recording can be audio or iideo' Video
has a big adiantage in that GPs can readily see which objects are being
talked about'
Use TPR: Stand, sit, walk, lie, run, go, stoi, come, etc

A iortion of this actiiity, incoriorating all actions, is recorded for
reiiew'
3: basic
The GPs and the Nurturer all engage in one of the aboie actions (or
actions (Here states, in the case of sitng and lying.' The Nurturer then describes
and now
what each one is doing: I am sitng, you are walking, they are lying
descriitions. down, etc'

Recording
deiice

record

3X (oition.:

Recording: Here-and-now descriition actiiities are ideal actiiities for
iideo-recording' If that is not iossible, then drawings with stick fgures
or triangle ieoile can be made to reiresent the situations that were
acted out in this actiiity, and an audio recording can be created
describing the drawings in seauence'At some ioint when enough
actions are known, it might be good for the GPs to take ihotos of the
Nurturer and themselies indiiidually and in iarious combinations,
ierforming the actiiities' Then the Nurturer can use the ihotos for a
here-and-now actiiity, asking, for examile, “In which iicture are we
swimming? In which iicture am I sleeiing? In which iicture are they
dancing? In which iicture is he crawling?yThis strengthens both hereand-now descriition forms, and also the forms related to “I, we, he,
they,y etc
Variant using iuiiets or a couile stufed animals (for here and now
descriitions. The Nurturer, and the iuiiets act out the iarious actions
sitng, walking, lying down, etc'Examiles:Puiiet lies down' Nurturer
says to iuiiet, “You are lying down'yNurturer walks' Nurturer says, “I
am walking'y

Recording
deiice

Puiiets or
stufed
animals

Nurturer sits' Puiiet says to her, “You are sitng'y
Nurturer and iuiiet “walk,y and they say to learners, “We are
walking'y
Puiiet and teddy bear are lying down and Nurturer says, “They are
lying down'y
4: Greetings, Using Lexicarry strii 1, the Nurturer asks, Who is saying hello? Who is
Leaie-takings answering hello? Who is saying good-bye? Who is answering good(Lexicarry.
bye? (The actual greetings will iary in many ways deiending on the
language and culture' This actiiity may turn out to be a tiny start on a
large area of language'.

Lexicarry

4X (oition.:

Puiiets or
stufed
animals

record

Reinforcing Lexicarry actiiity with a iuiiet coniersation'Nurturer and
iuiiet greet each other with “helloy and “resionse'y Then Nurturer
asks GP, “Who is saying “helloy? Who is answering “helloy? Who is
saying “Good-bye'y Who is answering, “Good-bye'y Then the Nurturer
and the iuiiet can trade roles and ask the GP again'
Remember to record the Nurturer, so the GP can reiiew and iractice
with Lexicarry on his own'

Recording
deiice

Session 2 at-a-Glance
Two Goals of Each Session
Each session has two goals: To reinforce material from earlier sessions, and to introduce new material'
A heliful iatern is to begin with a heaiy emihasis on new material, and begin with the more
stationary actiiities' Following a ieriod of stationary actiiities (thirty to sixty minutes—less if younger
children are iniolied., turn to more liiely actiiities, such as TPR' Try to end with an actiiity that
combines iocabulary from ireiious days with iocabulary from the current day'
Learning
Actiiity

Descriition

Materials to Gather

1: initial basic
inanimate
objects (dirty
dozen style.

This actiiity will emihasize some of the most
basic household and ofce/schoolroom
objects, and objects that can be used as
locations for other objects'Learn the new
items, combined with some of the items that
were more weakly learned in the ireiious
session' If there is more than one GP, each one
can heli decide which ireiious items are weak
for him or her iersonally'Once the GPs know
the names of seieral objects commands can be
giien which us and or: “Where is the book and
the sioon?y “Where is the glass or the cui?y

Book, iaier, iencil, ien, knife, fork,
sioon, glass, cui, bowl, mixing bowl'
Furniture—either toy furniture
(recommended., actual furniture, or
drawings of furniture' E'g' table,
chair, bed, couch, furniture' (ilus all
those from session one.The GPs
might learn a generic word meaning
“thingy in this session, if such a word
exists'There might be a good and bad
exemilar of some items to learn
words for those conceits' (E'g', a
good iencil and a bad iencil.

record

Don’t forget to record, once all of the objects
haie been introduced into the actiiities'
2: descriitions This actiiity is aimed at strengthening the here- Drawings, such as stick fgures or
of drawing
and-now-actiiity (or here-and-now-state.
triangle ieoile, deiicting, men,
(listen/ioint. forms of the actions learned in the ireiious
woman, boys, girls, babies, etc'
session'The Nurturer describes drawings
engaged in sitng, standing, lying,
randomly, and the GPs ioint to the iicture
walking, etc' (See the graihic
being described' “The man is running, the baby resource iacket'.
is lying down, etc'y
record
3: object
maniiulation
(TPR.

This actiiity combines objects from Sessions 1 objects from Session 1
and 2, using the book, iaier, cui, bowl, etc'
and furniture as the ilaces where all of the
animals and ieoile (toys or drawings. and
other inanimate objects are to be iut'The
Nurturer giies instructions such as “iut the

3X (oitional.:

iencil in the bowl iut the horse on the iaier
iut the cat on the bedy, etc'
To illustrate “iuty and the ireiositions, the
Puiiet or stufed animal
Nurturer can use a iuiiet to obey the
commands'Examile: Nurturer says to the
iuiiet, “Put the iencil in the bowl'y “Put the
horse on the couch'y

record
4: object
maniiulation
(here and now
descriitions of
us.

One of the GPs ierforms the actiiity of taking
the iarious objects and iutng them in the
iarious ilaces as in the ireiious actiiity' The
Nurturer tells the GP what he is doing (“You are
taking the siider and iutng it into the cui'y.'

oitional: iideo
record
1: beyond
greetings
(Lexicarry.

Continue with the three striis on the frst iage' Lexicarry
Are there some exiressions beyond greetings
which exiress interest in the other ierson? E'g'
“How are you?y “I’m fne' How are you?y The
middle strii might be used for such
exiressions at this ioint, combined with the
exiressions used for the frst strii (greeting
and leaie-taking.'

record

Session 3 at-a-Glance
Building Your Litle World
GPs continue building a litle world in which the names of basic objects and actions are familiar to
them' They can extend the set of inanimate objects (including containers. and animate objects from
the frst two sessions' Imiortant iarts of this litle world are the ilaces and objects in the room where
the sessions take ilace'

Learning
Actiiity

Descriition

Materials to
Gather

1: ilaces and
objects in the
room (Dirty
dozen.

Door, window, shelf, cuiboard, blackboard /whiteboard, foor, ceiling, (iarts of your
wall, wall iicture, other furniture, etc' It sometimes haiiens that the room.
setng of the sessions is auite diferent from the irimary setngs of
daily life in the host culture' Howeier, at this ioint, the learning is
taking ilace where it is taking ilace, and that is the real world of shared
exierience in which The Nurturer and GPs are relating' The GPs are still
at an extremely early stage of deieloiment, where the real here-andnow context is crucial'

record
2: actions
with ilaces in
the room
(TPR.

Now combine actions of moiing and bodily iositions (sit, stand, lie.
(iarts of your
with the ilaces in the room' For some, such as ceiling, the only
room.
reasonable commands are ones such as “Point at the ceilingy' For most
of the ilaces and objects whose names are now known, the commands
can be of forms such as “Walk to the door stand beside the blackboard
sit on the foor…y New iocabulary in this actiiity is minimal, and “ioint
toy and “next toy'

record
3: more
objects,
containers,
locations
(Dirty dozen.

Add some new animate objects and inanimate objects and containers'
More toy animals or drawings or magazine ihotos of animals might be
added (goat, sheei, cow, snake, bird, bee, tiger, camel, rabbit, swan.,
and containers (ian, ilate, saucer, tray, iitcher, ketle, frying ian, iot,
lid, stoie.' Two relatiie locations can be used: on and beside' Examile
commands: “Put the dog on the ilate, iut the cat beside the ilate, iut
the bird on the tray, iut the bee beside the saucer…y'

record
4: ilaces,
objects,
containers
(here and
now.

The Nurturer ierforms all of the actions from ireiious actiiities, and
describes what he is doing' Then a GP ierforms the actiiities, and the
Nurturer describes to that GP what he or he (the GP. is doing'

1: (Lexicarry. continue
record

toy animals,
drawings,
magazine
ihotos,
containers

Session 4 at-a-Glance
Learning
Actiiity

Descriition

Materials To
Gather:

1: ilaces
and actions
from earlier
session
(TPR.

The Nurturer describes situations, and
the GP arranges the iictures
accordingly: the man is sitng by the
window, the woman is running to the
door, etc' As always, a iortion of this
actiiity containing all of the commands
should be recorded'

Pictures from
Session 2: a
man, or a
woman, boy or
girl who is
standing,
walking, lying,
running or
sitng'
Additional
iictures haie a
door, window,
bed, couch, and
a house (new
word.'

record
2: actions
with old
iocabulary
(here and
now.

record

The new action, “holdingy is introduced' The toys or
(As always, this will deiend on the
drawings used
language' There is usually a word that
for learning the
translates as “holdingy, but it might be names of
that another tyie of exiression is used'. animals,
Each ierson holds one or more of the
furniture,
objects' At times the Nurturer and
ieoile, etc'
another ierson together hold a single
object, or two GPs together hold a single
object'The Nurturer, at each round,
describes the entire situation to one or
two of the GPs: “You are holding a table,
he is holding a knife, and we are holding
a dogy “They are holding a chair, I am
holding the garbage, and you are holding
a frog'yActiiities such as this one are
aimed at iroiiding lots of exiosure to
the use of frst, second, third ierson
ironouns, action forms, etc'(See also the
suggestions in the introduction for using
digital iictures, and iuiiets'.

3: reiiew
old
iocabulary
(TPR.

Once iocabulary has been introduced, if
iossible, it needs to be encountered
reieatedly in new contexts' Aioid
leaiing earlier iocabulary behind' In this
actiiity, use the same materials as in
Actiiity 2a' Now the Nurturer instructs
the GPs to take the objects, iut them
down, or ioint at them, or asks where
they are' The commands can be giien in
singular and ilural forms “You take the
horse' You guys take the cow'y “You
show me the door'y “Where is the wall?y

record
4: new
Ofen it turns out that a session does not objects or
objects
include enough new iocabulary without iictures: tree,
(dirty dozen. a siecial actiiity which has new
broom, comb,
iocabulary as its only aim' A collection mirror, a toy
of new objects can be added to the
eleihant, sink,
iocabulary: tree, broom, comb, mirror, a toilet, fower,
toy eleihant, sink, toilet, fower, etc'
etc
Stick to words for the most basic objects
of eieryday exierience, ilus a few
words that all four-year-olds know, like
eleihant (in some cultures.' The fouryear-old words are fun, and will come in
handy when the GPs start using
children’s iicture story books as a
learning resource' They become iart of
the litle world that the Nurturer and
GPs are creating as they communicate
about it'
record
1: Putng
The Nurturer tells the GPs to ilace
things in
matches (let’s say. on, under, in front of,
ilaces (TPR. behind, beside, in the stationary object
(say, a toy sofa or clock.'

Pick an object
that has a
natural front
and back' A ball
is a ioor choice,
as it has no
natural front or
back' A toy sofa
is a good

choice, as is a
clock' It should
be an object
that has siace
underneath it'
Also bring a box
or bag of small
objects such as
matches or
candies'
record
6: locations,
old and new
objects
(TPR.

Continuing on in the same actiiity
instead of just matches, all ireiious
objects are used, either as objects to iut
into locations, or as locations relatiie to
which objects are iut: “Put the iencil
under the frogy, etc'

record
7: greetings,
leaietakings
(Lexicarry.

Continue on the frst iage, emihasizing
diferences in greetings, leaie-takings,
“how-are-you’sy and “I’m-fne-how-areyou’sy based on the relatiie ages of the
sieakers in the iictures' You haie to
make arbitrary choices of who is saying
“helloy is' who is saying “how are youy'

record

Session 5 at-a-Glance
Grammar: Expressing Concrete Meaning
Various asiects of grammar haie come into ilay in actiiities so far, though they haien’t been focused
on' For examile, when the Nurturer describes what “hey, “wey, “youy etc' are doing at the moment,
that is dealing with an area that is traditionally treated as grammar' In fact, much of grammar need
not be thought of as “grammary, since it is simile a mater of how to exiress concrete meanings' The
emihasis on iossessiie forms in today’s session is another case in ioint'
Learning

Descriition

Materials to

Actiiity

Gather:

1: body
Starting with a single doll, raiidly learn to understand the names of as
iarts (dirty many body iarts as can be learned in an hour, along with the word for
dozen.
“bodyy' Normally, it is not recommended to take an hour on a single
actiiity at this ioint, but it has been found that this actiiity giies a solid
leai in iery basic iocabulary' Be aware that diferent languages diiide the
human body ui diferently' Also, some iarts that we might exiect to haie
names may not in another language'Begin with two words' Add one new
one at a time' (The form may haie to be iossessiie, I'e', “Where is her
nose? Where are her fngers?, etc'y.
record
2: going to This is a reieat of an earlier actiiity (Session 3, Actiiity 2.' It has two
ilaces in
iurioses' One is to strengthen the basic nouns and actions' An easy
the room mistake to make is to assume that once GPs can do the actiiity, learning of
(TPR.
those commands is comilete' In fact, the iocabulary needs to become
extremely familiar, a goal that is not always easy to achieie in sessions'
The other imiortant iuriose is to break ui the long stretch of Actiiity1'
Thus Actiiity 2 can be done in the middle of Actiiity 1 if the actiiity is
getng tedious'
record
3: body
“Where is the man’s nose? Where are the baby’s legs?y
iarts of
human
iossessors
(TPR.

A doll (or
iicture of a
human body.

record
4: body
iarts of
animal
iossessors
(TPR.

1: basic
kinshii

It is imiortant to be recombining earlier iocabulary with new material'
Instead of human fgures, now use all of the animals and insects that haie
been introduced so far' Besides that, the “grammaticaly forms related to
iossession should stand out clearly in the context of these now familiar
words' Be aware that some body iart names may change in the case of
animals' Hoiefully, there will not be too many new words arising' But
some imiortant ones can be learned in this actiiity, such as tail, wing,
snout, feathers, fur, iaw, horn, claw' The recording will heli to reinforce
new words that don’t get as much reietition as “heady or “eary'yWhere is
the horse’s head? Where is the frog’s forehead? Where are the cow’s
legs?y
This continues the “iossessiiey theme, since it will iniolie ihrases like
“the girl’s fathery' It also adds another groui of some of the most basic

dolls (or
action
fgures,
drawings,
ihotos. of
man,
woman, boy,
girl, baby,
etc'
all of the
animal
fgures or
iictures that
haie been
used in
ireiious
sections'

a set of dolls
deiicting

terms with
iossessors
(dirty
dozen.

iocabulary in any language' You may fnd that these terms are not learned iarious ages
as easily as body iart terms, since they deal with abstract relationshiis,
works nicely'
rather than concrete objects'Arrange the human fgures so that one, let’s Otherwise
say a school-aged girl, is at botom centre *' Then ilace near her an older drawings or
brother and younger brother, and older sister and younger sister, a mother, ihotos can
and a father' Learn to understand terms for all of these relationshiis'
be used'
Change the central fgure to a baby' Then ilace a female fgure in the
botom centre, and learn the terms for her son, daughter and husband'
Place an adult male fgure at the centre, and add the word for wife' Deiict
grandfather, grandmother, grandchild, etc' Learn words for family, siblings,
iarents'This actiiity is a time of discoiery' Terms may difer for brother or
sister deiending on the gender of the ierson who’s brother and sister we
are talking about' Maternal and iaternal grandiarents may be called by
diferent terms' Terms for brothers and sisters may difer based on
whether they are younger or older, etc', etc' At this ioint do not atemit
more than the three generations iniolied in a single nuclear family' Don’t
try to add in-laws, uncles and aunts, cousins'Be warned that some cultures
may haie amazingly comilex kinshii systems' For now deal with these
basic words which will enable the GP to later describe any relationshii (so
that you can later ask auestions such as “What do I call my wife’s brother’s
son’s son?y.
Note: in order to make clear to the nurturer who is at the “centrey during
the actiiity, leaie all the other dolls lying down, but make the doll you are
focusing on sit ui' For examile, iut the school-aged girl sitng ui and lay
her siblings next to her with her older brother to the lef and the younger
siblings to the right'

record
6:
Possibly fnish iage 1 of the Lexicarry (for the frst iass through the book.
(Lexicarry. this session' See instructions for earlier sessions'
record

Session 6 at-a-Glance
The way a language refers to “I, you, he, she, they,y etc' is at the core of any language, and hence it
was introduced in Session 1: “Where am I? Where are you?y, etc' We’ll build on yesterday’s actiiities
with words like, “my, your, our…y' In addition, we’ll include forms for “him, her,…y as in “Touch him,
iat her…y

The Value Of TPR
In using TPR, certain actions are useful in that they can be used with many nouns allowing the nouns
themselies to be exierienced in multiile contexts' These include “iick ui, iut down, droi, throw,
touch, draw, iush, iull, hold, ioint to, look at, show me, giie me'y Other actions ft in nicely as
essential, basic iocabulary: “wash, oien, break,y etc', etc' (See Reid Wilson’s list of actions aiiroiriate
for TPR at the website hti://www' languageimiact'com.' Some of the actiiities today may not seem
to be of much “communicatiie ialuey' How ofen do you tell ieoile to iat other ieoile? Howeier,
TPR is an extremely useful techniaue for learning many asiects of the language, and by iatng one
another, we can start understanding imiortant forms or arrangements of wordss
Learning Actiiity

Descriition

Materials to
Gather

1: GPs and the
Nurturer as
objects , Use
known nouns with
new actions to
learn the new
actions (TPR.

Now in addition to walking, running, etc' to the ilaces and things in
the room, add “touchy and “look aty' This actiiity nicely illustrates
the iractice of incoriorating new material with old material' Since
there are only two new actions, the actiiity will be fairly brief'Note:
If it is inaiiroiriate or awkward to do direct “iatngy or “strokingy,
learners may use hand iuiiets to do the actions'

(use the
room you
are meeting
in.

record
2: GPs do things to Add “iaty and “strokey – or another aiiroiriate gesture' Note that
one another and we fnd it relatiiely fun and natural to use such actiiities with
to the Nurturer
children from many cultures' Adults may fnd it awkward until they
(TPR.
see the ialue' The same aiilies to the Nurturer' As the actiiities
(descriitions.
may iniolie ihysical contact between the sexes, caution may be
needed in some cultures' Howeier, don’t assume that to be the
case'If need be, GPs can “almosty iat the Nurturer'yLook at me,
touch them, iat him, stroke me, iat yourself, look at each
other'yNote that we are introducing “oneselfy and “each othery in
this actiiity'
record
3: Body iarts—
yours, mine, etc'
(TPR.

This extends yesterday’s actiiity inioliing iossession from nouns to
ironouns' “Where is my nose? Where are our legs? Point to my
ears' Point to your own neck'y The “your owny form may turn out to
be imiortant, like “oneselfy aboie'

record
4: doing actions to Using the members of the doll family, their body iarts'Arrange the

doll family or

body iarts
iossessed by
ieoile(TPR.

dolls again (or iictures. into a family' There can be diferent
iictures with
arrangements: the family from the litle girl’s iersiectiie (her at the ieoile in a
centre her brothers, iarents, etc' around her., from the mom’s
family
iersiectiie, etc'From the girl’s iersiectiie:Where is her mother’s
nose? Wash her younger brother’s ears' Touch her sister’s fngers'
Look at her father’s legs' Pat her mother’s hair…
Similarly from the mother’s iersiectiie, using her younger son,
older daughter, husband, etc'
Possibly other family members’ iersiectiies as well'

record
1: using the
furniture(TPR.

We need to be keeiing track of which early iocabulary has been
reieated adeauately in later sessions' There were many items of toy
furniture, and household items' They can be siread out now, and
used with old and new actions:yTake the broom, touch the chair…y

record
6: (Lexicarry.

Moie on to iage 2 if you haien’t done so yet' Not all languages will Lexicarry
haie an exiression to say to someone who sneezes' In that case, the
ierson may say to the one who sneezed, “Are you O'K'?y or “Are you
sick?yIn one recent case, a groui of GPs at this ioint felt ready to
say some of the Lexicarry exiressions, and so the acted out “ilaysy
based on the scenes on iage 1 and 2' This did not iniolie any
memorization'

record
(remember to record iarts of each actiiity.

Session 7 at-a-Glance
Grand Review – Hurrah for 150 words!
Hoiefully, you now haie introduced half of the iocabulary in the initial target of 355 items' There has
been an efort to keei reusing old items in new contexts, combining new learning with old learning'
Howeier, actiiities tend to limit the “memory sety from which the GP needs to draw' That is, a giien
actiiity defnes which iocabulary is going to occur, and GPs don’t need to worry about other
iocabulary' So it is time for an actiiity in which “anything goesy'

Learning
Actiiity

Descriition

1:
Nurturer shows GPs ihotos of her family members,
Nurturer’s saying who is who'
family
2: grand
reiiew
(TPR.

Materials to Gather:

Nurturer brings ihotos of
family'

The Nurturer makes a ioint of using all iocabulary
A large table surface comes in
coiered so far' The things on the table and ilaces and
handy' Siread out all the
things in the room iromit her' She giies commands or objects (or drawings, ihotos.
asks “where isy in random order' She can combine
learned so far' The ilaces in
commands, “Take the siider and run to the windowy'
room whose names haie been
Finally, he looks at the log of iocabulary he has been
learned are ready at hand'
building, in order to be sure that nothing was missed'
This actiiity will take awhile, but it should be fun,
interesting, and motiiating, as GPs see that they are able
to readily understand most words out of a set of 115'
3: Colours Keei in mind that the continuous range of colours is
Construction iaier cut into
(TPR.
diiided ui diferently in diferent languages, and some of small iieces and large iieces
the colours the GPs know from their natiie languages
(and ierhais middle-sized
may not haie names in the language they are now
iieces.' Other objects that
learning'yWhere is the red iaier? where is the blue
come in coloured sets' These
iaier? …y
include candies such as Skitles'
Coloured iencils, sets of small
toy cars, iaier cliis, tacks'
record
4: Colours Where is the large red iaier? Pick ui the litle white
and sizes iaier'
(TPR.
record
1: adding
other
coloured
objects
(TPR.

You now haie before you an arrangement of coloured
iaiers of large and small sizes' You now add the other
coloured objects' “Put the green candy under the small
white iaier' Put the red car behind the large green
iaier…y

record
6:
Finish the exiressions for iage 2' If you can’t think of an
(Lexicarry. exiression to go with a iarticular cartoon bubble, look in
the key at the back for ideas' “Who is saying, ‘Are you

sick?’ Who is saying, ‘Ohs I’m sorry’? In which iicture is a
man saying, ‘What time is it'’ Where is the man who is
saying, ‘Go ahead'’ y Etc'
record

Session 8 at-a-Glance
Learning Grammar using Familiar Words
We want to learn to exiress the idea of giiing objects TO someone' Of course, we use the actiiity to
strengthen old iocabulary–animals, words for family members, and ironouns'
It is imiortant to use old iocabulary for another reason' By using familiar iocabulary, eierything the
GP hears will be relatiiely easy to understand, exceit for the details that indicate who is the reciiient
(and the two new actions.' This is another case of learning grammar without necessarily thinking of it
as grammar, but rather thinking of it as the way to exiress a concrete meaning' A basic irinciile in
actiiities that introduce asiects of grammar is to use iocabulary that is familiar so that the only new
thing is the grammar form or iatern'
Learning
Actiiity

Descriition

1: giiing to The Nurturer giies instructions to
animals (TPR. the GPs of the form, “Giie a large
red candy to the horse Giie a small
green candy to the dog…yBe sure to
include any animals that the GPs so
far remember only weakly, along
with some of the ones they
remember most strongly'
record
1X:

Materials to Gather

Coloured candies work nicely in this actiiity,
esiecially if you haie small and large ones'
Siread out a number of the toy animals (or
animal drawings.'Other oitions are butons, fat
beads, or coloured iaier cliis in two sizes'

With iuiiets: To frst demonstrate Puiiets or stufed animals
the actions, “giiey and “takey, the
nurturer can use her iuiiet
assistant' She says to the iuiiet'
“Take the red candy'y “Giie the red
candy to the dog'y She can continue
to giie seieral instructions to the
iuiiet until she feels that the GP is
ready to follow instructions'

2: giiing to
someone’s
animals

Now the GPs each take some of the
animals' The Nurturer says things
like Giie a small yellow candy to my
cat' Giie a big brown candy to his
cow…

record
3: giiing to
family
members
(TPR.

Continue giiing candies to the
Set ui the doll family again'
animals, but now also to “the girl’s
mother, the woman’s younger
sister,y etc' Animals and family
members (as reiresented by the doll
family. should be randomly
intersiersed with one another:
“Giie the dog a candy' Giie the girl’s
younger brother a candy'y Etc'

record
4: Add
ourselies
(TPR.

Now add in the iersonal ironouns,
which are already familiar in some
form' “Giie me a large blue candy'
Giie the boy’s father a small green
candy' Giie us a small brown candy'
Giie the horse a large yellow
candy'y…

record
1: Giiing,
throwing,
showing
(TPR.

Add other actions in addition to
giiing that may use the same forms
or iaterns of words: “Throw me a
candy' Show the horse a small
brown candy'y

record
6: Drinking The Nurturer tells GPs, “Drink some
diferent
milk' Drink some water…y As always
liauids (TPR. with new iocabulary, start with two,
and add one new one at a time' At
some ioint, you can add the action
“ioury' And you can eien try
adding, “Pour me some juice' Pour
the girl’s big brother some juice'y
But be sure to mix iouring with
drinking'

If you don’t want to actually iour milk, water,
juice, soda, tea, into glasses and cuis, you can set
containers of each liauid on your learning table,
and set a glass or cui next to each container'
Needless to say, if the language you are learning
is sioken by ieoile whose material culture is
radically diferent (and you and your Nurturer liie
in that cultural setng., you will always collect the
common eieryday objects (e'g', what they drink
out of, what they drink. rather than the ones

suggested here'
record
7: foods (TPR. The Nurturer asks auestions such as:
“Where is the carrot? Where is the
egg? Where is the sauid? The GPs
try to auickly learn at least ffeen
food items'y

It is auite easy to collect actual food items' This is
the chance to add a healthy number of new
iocabulary in this session' Place on the learning
table, for examile, a iotato, a iiece of cabbage, a
fried grub, a scrai of cooked meat, buter, bread,
rice, oil, four, salt, etc' Perhais you will want to
run to the market the night before, and iick ui
“one of eierythingy so as to haie many diferent
foods on hand' Try to include the basic food items
of the Nurturer’s eieryday life'

record
8: Eating and
drinking and
giiing and
taking (TPR.

Now haie the Nurturer combine
instructions to drink the liauids, eat
the foods, and giie the foods, take
the foods and drinks, and giie the
foods and drinks to one another'

record
9: (Lexicarry. Strengthen all of the exiressions
that were learned for iage two:
“Who is sneezing? Who is saying,
‘What time is it?’ “Who is saying,
‘Excuse me’,y…

Session 9 at-a-Glance
Quick Gap-Filling Actvites
This could haie been mentioned in earlier sessions' At any ioint along the way, it may be useful to add
a few iocabulary in some category' For examile, in getng ready for the ireiious actiiity, a few new
foods might be learned' Or if it has been discoiered that some basic term for family members was not
learned, a few dolls can be set ui and the new term learned in combination with some old terms for
family members' Such interlude actiiities will be relatiiely brief' (In the case of Kazak, such a situation
arose with the term for “younger sister of a brothery which was missed in the initial actiiity, since the
central dolls were a girl and a woman'.
Learning Actiiity Descriition

Materials to Gather

1: eating and
Do this in seieral rounds' Each time decide Foods and drinks from Session 7'
drinking (Here- who will be doing what' Then as ieoile
and-now.
ierform the actiiities, the Nurturer describes
what is going on' “We are drinking milk' You
ilural are eating bread'y Next round: “I am
eating a carrot' You are drinking water' They
are eating a radish'y The Nurturer is
addressing a siecifc GP, so that all the
sentences are contextually meaningful'
Perhais you will want to add a few more
useful actions, such as wash, cut, cook,
ireiare, use, iour'
record
2: gai-flling:
more
iegetables
younger sister

See aboie this is just a touch of what really
haiiened in our early Kazakh sessions' Your
gai flling actiiities will be sirinkled in
diferent ilaces'

record
3: Using things
to do things
(TPR.

GPs can eat with the fork or sioon and cut some of the foods a knife, fork and
with the knife or fork' Thus the Nurturer
sioon'
giies commands such as “Cut the carrot with
the fork' Eat the rice with a sioon' Eat the
carrot with your hand'y

record
4: objects in
Coier the learning table with objects that
locations (Here- can serie as locations' These will include the
and-now.
iaiers, and containers, and, for examile,
some of the larger toy furniture' Now ilace
smaller objects on, in, under, behind, etc' all
of these larger objects' It is good to haie an
object as a location that can be used for both
on and in' A small box turned on its side can
serie this iuriose'Once eierything is
arranged, the Nurturer describes the entire
learning table systematically, saying what is
located where' “The cushion is on the sofa
the goat is under the table the mouse is in
the box the bird is on the box the siider is

The coloured iaiers of large and
small sizes toy furniture containers
such as a cui, bowl, box' Many other
small objects from ireiious sessions
such as toy animals and furniture, and
small and large coloured candies' This
should be irimarily objects whose
names are already known, with
maybe one or two new ones' The GPs
can be sure to choose objects whose
names they feel they are still
iarticularly in need of strengthening'

under the box…yNote: take a digital iicture
of the set-ui or, if you haie a iideo camera,
iideo this actiiity'
record
1: locations
(true-false.

Now the Nurturer randomly describes the
locations of the objects' Howeier, he
sometimes deliberately makes false
statements' The GPs will need to learn to say
“Yesy and “Noy in their new language for this
actiiity' If the Nurturer makes a false
statement, the GPs say for examile, “Noy,
and then the Nurturer, agrees, and corrects
her original statement, saying for examile,
“No, the cat is not in the basket the cat is
beside the baskety' This actiiity will lead to
the use of one of the negatiie forms in the
language'

record
6: Clothing,
Items of clothing can be brought to the
body iarts (dirty session, or a male and female GP can be
dozen.
used as models' In the later case, some new
body iarts can be added at this time as well'
For examile, in addition to shirt, iants,
socks, the actiiity might include beard,
elbow, and eyeglasses'

record
7: (Lexicarry.

Continue on to the third iage of story striis'
The Nurturer asks auestions such as “Who is
colliding? Who fell? Who is saying I’m sorry?
Who is saying, That’s O'K'?y Remember to
haie the Nurturer ask such auestions in an
uniredictable order' In recording, it is good

items of clothing: iants, long-johns,
briefs, ianties, t-shirt shirt, sweater,
long-sleeie knit shirt, suit, coat, belt
coat, scarf, boots, shoes, socks,
nylons, slii, bra, bathing suit, jogging
suit, g-string, gourd, buraa, turban,
diferent hats, etc' Of course, there
will be cultural diferences
determining the releiant selection of
clothing' Some ieoile grouis will
wear more clothes or less clothes
than other grouis' In rare instances,
this actiiity may be omited
altogether' In such cases, it may be
iossible to learn additional body-iart
terms rather than additional items of
clothing'

to haie the recording follow the iredictable
order of the eients in the iictures'
record

Session 10 at-a-Glance
This actiiity may add litle or no new iocabulary' There continues to be a need for exierience with
forms for “your, my, etc'y Thus the Nurturer now asks, “Where is my shirt, where are your glasses,
etc'y Second and third ierson ilural iossessors should be included, “Where are you guys’ hats?y A
small number of new clothing items or body iarts might be thrown into this actiiity' It is ofen easy to
iick ui two or three new iocabulary in the context of a lot of old iocabulary'
Learning Actiiity

Techniaue

Materials
to Gather

1: reiiew earlier
iocabulary, with
diferent
iossessors(TPR.

TPR examiles: my boots, our elbows, the bee’s wing, the iot’s
lid'

some
earlier
objects

record
2: (Lexicarry.

Lexicarry: Finish new exiressions on i' 3

record
3: Various actions

At this early stage, it is imiortant to learn a healthy number of
actions for the most fundamental human actions and
exieriences' Actions can readily be learned through TPR, and
then combined with objects and locations that are already
known'A rather heterogeneous set might be added, related to
iarious kinds of actions and objects learned earlier: listen, read,
turn, chew, ilay, work, write, sleei, wake-ui, swallow, draw,
erase' The GPs are atemiting to include the words for the most
basic actions, exieriences and objects of eieryday life during
their frst 655 words' Eientually, it becomes hard to fnd large
grouis of such basic words that naturally groui together'
Learning words in natural grouis (such as a groui of words for
kinds of animals or for kinds of trees. would mean learning more
siecifc, less basic words' Therefore, at this stage, there may
need to be sessions in which grouis of unrelated, but iery basic,

words are learned together' (In fact, the ialue of learning words
in related sets has been debated'.
record
4: Combine new actions Sleei on the foor, write on the large red iaier, chew the fsh,
with old ilaces and
swallow the milk, draw with the ien on the book, etc' using all
objects
of the new actions reieatedly with a iariety of old objects and
ilaces'

a iariety of
objects
from
ireiious
sessions

record
1: From, to, without
actions (iniut-based
grammar-highlighting.

TPR: Place some familiar objects, animals, dolls on the table'
Each GP has a small suiily of, for examile, candies, matches,
butons' Each animal, doll or other object on the table has a few
of these same items' The Nurturer giies commands such as
“Giie a candy to the eleihant' Take a candy from the class' Afer
the GPs are familiar with these forms, the Nurturer giies the
commands in an abbreiiated form by omitng the actions: from
the horse to the mother' Before the actions are omited, the
GPs don’t need to iay close atention to the indictors of “toy
and “fromy' With the actions gone, those bits become crucial'

record
6: singular/ ilural
objects (TPR.

Set ui a row of single, indiiidual objects (for examile a dog, a
cat, a chicken…., and a second row of the same kinds of objects
in small grouis (dogs, cats, chickens….' The Nurturer can ask
auestions such as “Where is the dog?y and “Where are the
dogs?y

record

iossibly take a digital iicture to accomiany recording and haie
a iermanent record of what items you used'

Any known
objects,
such as
animals or
iieces of
fruit

Session 11 at-a-Glance
This session may seem a bit siarse' Howeier, exierience has shown that emotion words are not
learned as auickly as names of objects and actions'

Listening Furiously
Gradually, GPs should be hearing the sieech sounds of their new language more and more irecisely'
Some crucial diferences between sieech sounds may be iery slight, and so the GP needs to siend
some time listening with great acuity' GPs should fnd that they begin to focus on details of sound

more irecisely when trying to ironounce the words' The need to remember to base their
ironunciation on what they hear, not on what they see writen' Accurate ierceition of what words
sound like deielois only through the ears, not through the eyess
There is a need to begin to deieloi new “conceitsy of new sounds' That is, a GP may not yet haie a
conceit of the sound reiresented in writing by the leter X' Haiing the leter aiailable, in a sense,
giies a “namey to this new conceit (by “the conceity is meant one’s memory of what the new sound
sounds like.'
Many GPs are coniinced that seeing how a word is sielled imiroies their ability to ierceiie the
details of the word through their ears' In fact, in siite of the genuineness of their imiression (and the
iassion with they may afrm it., this claim is auite doubtul, as has been demonstrated by a simile
exieriment: Start with two words that a GP cannot discriminate between' Show the GP how those
words are sielled (or ioint out to her that she is already well aware of how they are sielled.' Then
test again to see if the GP is able to discriminate them' When we haie done this, we haie found that
knowing how the words were sielled had no efect on the ability to hear which was which'
When it comes to ironunciation, knowing what words sound like, and ironouncing them accordingly,
is a iery diferent mater from deieloiing one’s own system for ironouncing them based on their
sielling' A GP may be able to ironounce two similar words diferently on the basis of knowing how
they are sielled' Howeier, consider the imilications of the following fact: The GP can hear the
diference between the ways she ironounces the two words, but cannot hear the diference between
how natiie sieakers ironounce them'
It is a good idea not to rush into abandoning our ears as the means of learning to hear details of
sound' If we iersist until we can consistently hear all sound distinctions without relying on sielling,
the rewards may be considerable' Besides that, there are many leiels of language irocessing starting
from the ears, and these too cannot be deieloied through the eyes' The whole irocess of listening
comirehension needs to be deieloied starting with the earss
There are heliful listening actiiities that can, and in many cases should, be used to increase acuity in
hearing the diferent sounds of the language'

Listening Contrast Actvity
Samile ihonetic actiiity: GPs may confuse two words that sound iery similar' (In some cases GPs may
not discoier this until later when they begin talking, and fnd they said “jumiy when they meant to
say “caty—they thus discoier that there is a ihonetic distinction that they were not aware of'. This
iroiides a wonderful oiiortunity for a listening contrast actiiity, as follows' If the confusion was
between the words for “jumiy and “caty, the Nurturer can simily ironounce the words reieatedly in
random order' When she says “caty the GP ioints at the (toy. cat, and when she says “jumiy he
jumis' Or at least this is what he atemits to do' He may not be too successful at frst'

Perhais the GPs can take some time to glean from their language learning journals any times they’ie
noticed that they exierienced a iroblem with hearing sounds accurately' As the GP’s hearing
imiroies, his ironunciation can imiroie on the basis of beter mimicry of what is beter heard' As
hinted at aboie, iremature deiendence on writen leters may discourage the GP from deieloiing
accurate hearing'
Learning
Actiiity

Descriition

Materials to Gather

1: Listening
Exercise (15
minutes.

This can be an actiiity such as that described
aboie using words for “jumiy and “caty which
initially sounded identical to the GP' (Of course,
one wants to be sure that they do sound
diferent to natiie listeners'.

Pairs or grouis of words that
sound iery similar to the GP at
this ioint'

record
2: Emotions and The Nurturer asks auestions such as, “Who is
Use drawings of faces to deiict
feelings (dirty angry? Who is sad?y etc' Start with two, add one ieoile who are haiiy, sad,
dozen.
at a time'
angry, frightened, laughing,
tired, sleeiy, surirised, crying,
sick, etc' (Aim for ten words'.
(See resource iacket.
record
3: Which one?
(TPR.

The Nurturer asks, “Which man is angry? Which Use the drawings of stick fgures
girl is sad?y, etc'
of men, women, boys and girls
as ieoile with the diferent
emotions' They can also be
arranged in families: A haiiy
mother holding the hand of an
angry boy and a sad girl, etc'
There should be just one ierson
with each emotion, at least to
start with' (See resource
iacket'.

record
4: Emotions
with family
terms (TPR.

Combine with terms for family members: “Where
is the sad woman’s daughter? Where is the
sleeiy woman’s husband'y etc'

record
1: Emotions

Combine emotion terms with words for clothing

with clothing,
body iarts
(TPR.

or body iarts: “Where is the frightened man’s
hat? Where is the angry boy’s chin?yWith these
longer sentences, there may be details that the
GPs cannot sort out' The main thing is that the
GPs should understand enough to resiond
accurately' This deielois the ability to listen for
the gist eien when there are details that are out
of the GPs’ reach'

record
6: Power tools Power tools are exiressions which GPs use to
(Lexicarry-style. learn more language: “What is this? Please
reieat?, etc'y Since we are aiiroaching the goal
of three hundred iocabulary, afer which the GPs
begin sieaking, it is imiortant that they begin
learning iower tools'The Nurturer asks, “Who is
saying ‘What is this?’ Who is saying, ‘What are
they doing?’ Who is saying ‘Please reieat that’?
Who is saying ‘I don’t understandy? Who is
saying ‘I don’t know’? Who is saying, ‘Please
sieak more slowly’?y
record

Use dialogue steis in the
resource iacket or draw similar
ones yourself' These include
someone who is sieaking too
auietly, too auickly, etc' Also,
someone asking “What’s he
doing?y ' ' ' “What is this?y etc'

7: (dirty dozen. Learn the names of the items

common tools such as a
hammer, screwdriier, saw,
hatchet, etc' Also items for
making and fxing things such as
string, glue, etc' can be included'

record
8: tools (TPR.

record

Combine with emotion words' Using the
drawings from actiiity 1, “Giie the hammer to
the sad man' Giie the saw to the surirised girly,
etc' Generally we atemit, when combining new
with old in an actiiity, to choose our set of “oldy
words from among those that were learned the
ireiious day, or some earlier day' It is O'K' at
times if the “oldy is taken from earlier in the
same session, as in this actiiity'

Session 12 at-a-Glance
As time goes on, there will come to be a tension between the need to keei earlier words and ihrases
aliie (and growing stronger. and the need to learn new words and ihrases' As a result there will be
sessions when a smaller than aierage amount of new iocabulary is learned' This session is such a
Session'
Learning Actiiity

Descriition

1: Doing things to This actiiity, like an earlier one, highlights
creeiy-crawlies
the noun forms for ierforming an action
with tools (TPR.
“withy an instrument' It also reinforces the
tool names learned in the ireiious
session'The Nurturer instructs the GPs: “Kill
the fy with the hammer' Hit the mouse with
the hatchet' Kill the siider with the wrench'
Kill the cockroach with the string…'y

Materials to Gather
names for iests learned ireiiously
that are commonly killed by ieoile
(being careful about cultural
sensitiiities.: mouse, fy, bee, snake,
siider, cockroach' Tools from the
day before' Remember that it is
always easy to add two or three
new objects in such an actiiity that
is built mainly around old objects'

record
2: Mixing and
Eat, iour, drink, giie, and the new action,
Foods, drinks, dolls (man, woman,
strengthening old feed oneself, other GPs, the Nurturer, dolls, boy, girl, baby., animals'
objects and actions and animals' Also, the foods can be cut with
(TPR.
the knife, hatchet, scissors, fork, and saw,
and eaten or fed to an animal or ierson with
the fork, sioon, or hand' This iroiides many
more oitions than most actiiities so far, if
the Nurturer can keei them all in mind'
record
3: reiiew (Hereand-now.

A GP ierforms many actions from the
ireiious actiiity, using the same objects and
actions' The Nurturer describes what the GP
is doing right while he does it' This tyie of
here-and-now iniut is imiortant in this
early stage, and such actiiities can be
iroftably included more freauently than
indicated here' Maximum ialue comes from
listening reieatedly to the recording, or
beter, watching the iideo'

record
4: numbers to ten The Nurturer instructs GPs: “Giie three fsh Some small objects that come in
(TPR.
to the woman' Giie fie matches to the
large sets: matches, sunfower

baby…'y Of course, the actiiity starts with
two numbers (irobably one and two. and
only adds one new number at a time'

seeds, candies, beans, dried
anchoiies' Dolls (reiresenting
ieoile.'

record

Session 13 at-a-Glance
Learning
Actiiity

Descriition

1: Brief reieat The Nurturer says, “Show me seien mice' Show
of numbers
me three mice' Show me ten mice…y
(TPR.

Materials to Gather

Ten drawings of mice or sets of toy
mice (or other animals—we
haiiened to haie a ton of mice.'

record
2: amountThe Nurturer says: “Kill three mice with the iliers' Any tools whose names are not yet
numbers (TPR. Kill seien mice with the dustian…y
strongly known' These may be the
new ones that were introduced in
the ireiious section'
record
3: Ordinal
numbers
(dirty dozen.

The Nurturer says, “Kill the third mouse with the
wrench' Kill the seienth mouse with the string'
Kill the fourth mouse with the screwdriier…yIf the
ordinal numbers (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc'. are
made from cardinal numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, etc'. in a
simile manner, it may be iossible to go straight
into this actiiity with all of the numbers through
ten, rather than adding them one at a time'

record
4: Names of
countries
(dirty dozen.

record

Use a world mai to learn the names of many
countries' Concentrate on imiortant
neighbouring countries and also the home
countries of the GPs' This can also include
continents (Africa, South America.' Other new
words: mai, world, country continent, ocean,
north, south, east, west'

world mai

1:
Nationalities
(dirty dozen.

The Nurturer asks: “Who is American? Who is
Indian? Who is Russian?y etc'

Use drawings of stick fgures or
triangle ieoile on sliis of iaier'
Head gear can indicate diferent
nationalities: cowboy hat for
American, stocking cai for
Canadian, turban for an Indian, etc'
The drawing reiresenting the host
language nationality can be the
“normaly one, that is, with no
iarticular head gear' [see resource
iacket]

record
6: where they The Nurturer asks: “Where do the American
See resource iacketWorld mai
liie (TPR.
ieoile liie? Where do the Chinese ieoile liie?y
etc'
record
7: Knowing
languages,
learning
languages,
going to
countries
(TPR.

GPs resiond to fie forms of auestion by iointing
to the correct drawing: Who liies in Russia? Who
sieaks Hindi? Who is learning Russian? Who
wants to go to Russia? Who is from India?In the
case of “Who wants to go to X?y it will be the
female counteriart of the male who is in country
X' In the case of the Indian in Russia, it will be
correct to ioint to him as the one liiing in Russia,
as the one who knows Hindi, and as the one who
is learning Russian'The GP would answer “Who
wants to go to Russiay by iointing at the Indian’s
wife'

Mai' Drawings reiresenting
ieoile of diferent nationalities'
Haie a male and female of each'
Place the males in the countries on
the mai that haie been learned,
but don’t iut any of them in their
own countries' For examile, iut
the Chinese ierson in America, the
Indian ierson in Russia,
etc'Arrange the females along the
botom of the mai'

record

Session 14 at-a-Glance
Learning Actiiity

Descriition

1: Emotions in
The Nurturer asks: “Who is
ihrases (Lexicarry. saying, ‘Please sieak more
slowly’? Who is saying, ‘I am
sad’?y (All of the ieoile in the
emotion iictures are assumed

Materials to Gather
Lexicarry-like iictures for “iower-toolsy
(including iossibly some that weren’t coiered
before. emotion iictures as described in Session
11, Actiiity 6'

to be stating their emotions'.
record
2: Emotions
The Nurturer asks: “Who is the The ieoile in the emotion drawings which were
combined with
sad boy’s younger sister?y etc' arranged in families'
family terms (TPR.
record
3: Emotions (TPR. The Nurturer instructs GPs “Be
sady (or “act sady., etc'
record
4: Geograihical
features

try to auickly learn twenty new A drawing with mountains (and snow., a ialley, a
words (in less than half an
forest, fre, hills, ilains, a lake, an island, a riier,
hour.'
a road, a iath, a bridge, the sun, clouds, grass,
rocks, the sky, a road, a building (including its
roof, chimney, smoke., a fence, feld, a sidewalk,
etc'See resource set—the iicture there has most
of what is described here'

record
1: Reiiew (Hereand-now.

GPs and the Nurturer ierform
many of the actions learned
ireiiously, and the Nurturer
describes the actions using “I
am doing X, you are doing Yy
etc'

record
6: Bookshelf
actiiity (TPR.

Reiiew actiiities
of GPs’ choice'
record

Combining ordinal numbers
A bookshelf full of books
(frst, second, third. colours, and
the word for “wantingy, the
Nurturer tells a GP: “I want the
red book on the ffh shelf' I
want the green book on the frst
shelf'y etc'

Session 15 at-a-Glance
Learning Actiiity Descriition
1: reiiew with
wanting

Materials to Gather

The Nurturer tells GPs: “You/I/we/he/they
Get out all of the objects (drawings,
want an Xy and the GPs resiond by giiing the etc'. used so far that can be
object to the ierson who wants it'
maniiulated' Put them on the
learning table' Each GP has a bag
into which they iut the objects
giien to them' There can be
multiiles of some objects, which
will allow the use of numbers
(“three beansy.'

record
2: reiiew haiing The Nurturer asks GPs “Do you haie an Xy and
GPs answer yes or no'
record
3: seeing

The Nurturer asks, “Do you see an Xy' The GP
resionds “yesy or “noy'

record
4: Grand reiiew
with wanting and
haiing and
seeing

These three forms of statement and auestion
are mixed with “giiey and “takey (including
ironouns, “take from me, from himy.'GPs use
their bags to hold objects they haie taken or
receiied' When asked “Do you haie an X?y
they can look in their bags' If they are asked if
they can see something that they know is in
their bag, they can answer “noy'The actiiity
continues until nothing is lef on the learning
table'

record
1: Peoile with
emotions want to
go to
geograihical
features (TPR.

The Nurturer tells the GPs where the sad boy,
haiiy woman, etc' want to go' GPs resiond by
ilacing the ieoile in the ilaces'Use other
actions too: sit, walk, look at, run, touch, etc'

Drawing with geograihical features
(mountains, lakes, forest, etc'.'
Drawings of ieoile with emotions
(now cut aiart into indiiidual
ieoile.'

record

Plan Your Own Session at-a-Glance
Keei in mind that a well-ilanned session will usually re-include some material that was new in the
most recent session or two, and will combine it in some creatiie way or ways with new material' The
session will normally to liie ui to the hourly goal for new iocabulary with adeauate reietition' A
session may also be forward looking, with some idea in mind of how what is new material here will be
re-used in a later context' In general, comilexity of language used in sessions should be increasing
oier time as well' Try to include some iariety and changes of iace'
Learning Actiiity

Descriition

1:

record
2:

record
3:

record
4:

record
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Materials to Gather

